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L.A. Rescinds Contract To Japan
Savings & Loan debacle as to risk
being destroyed by exposure. He is a
As I monitor your “news” this highly paid businessman now--on the
day I wonder that you have as good a b asis of business gleaned from iougrip on happenings as You do. But
through it all, Americans in point-Is Hatonn against Japanese busiyou are being heard above the roar of ’ness? No--I love Japan as much as I
the lions. What may seem like a small love the United States of America. It
thing in the overall scheme of politicians is a start indeed. The crowd of
workers and patfiots caused the Los
Angeles politicians to back down on a
plan to -give a multi-million dollar
contract to Japan. You will find that
actuailly you will have gained little in
actual “funding” but you will have
made your point. The “Green Line”
1123192#1 HATONN
contract which was awarded to
Again you have the farce-of-theSumitomo is being withdrawn, or so
say the politicians. It, of course, week, at the least. Are you going to
remains to be an what actually hap- BELIEVE that YOUhave sent a multipens when the roar of the crowd billion dollar piece of equipment to
subsides and the money-mongers go somewhere out there to study--again-to work. This is b-use in the br&- weightlessness? Not only that but you
ing of the contract Japan can bring are going to study weightlessness on
massive lawsuits which can cost far “slime mold”? Dear ones, on every
more than the original grant of ex- shuttle goes algae which is basically
ONES
penses. What you should do is go for slime! IBELIEVETHATYOU
the responsible parties at top govem- OF THE PUBLIC HAVE AGAIN
BEEN “SLIMED”,
AS THEY SAY
ment level.
How many of you realize that your IN “GHOSTBUSTERS”. SO be it-former Governor Deuhejim
IS m
as long as you allow such stupidity to
professional LOBBYIST for Japan in bedumped on you--it will bedumped.
California? He didn’t just stop being You had better get REALLY NERis
Governor and go into hiding. He
could not run for Governor again
because he was so entangled in the
Worse, they show you astronauts slid-

is just an unfair method of
business--at the expense of citizens in
It is an example Of
both
thousands of such transactions taking
place in the secret halls of manipUhtiOnS every day, all over your
globe. Another interesting point is
that the incident of awarding the con-

Space Shuttle: Cover for
Happenings At Edwards
A.F.B.
ing back and forth on a little sled--to
study effect of weightlessness. EXACT MJPLKATION of weightlessness is achieved in Earth laboratories-we do not walk around in weightlessness aboard our c&&and neither do
your astronauts. That is a big show of
contempt for your intelligence. Such
belief in this type of major iliefficiency
boggles the mind. This little show is
to cover what they have done and are
doing right in the Mojave Desert and
at Edwards Air Force Base, Califomia. YOU in the
nity--take a drive and see the new
transmission/relay tower near the
California City cut-off. They are
doing these things in the best hidden
places of all--RIGHT IN FRONT
YOUR EYES!
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tract for the metro-line didn’t make
the national news UNTIL the citizens
spoke up and demand&

change.

It

does NOT demand violence--IT DEMANDS NUMBERS! FRANKLY,
ITDEMANDS NUMBERS OF VOTERS~
-

10 Billion More Fol
Israel ?
What is Bush going to do about
the $10 billion for Israel? It is a big
white-wash. He will do exactly as
your deadly enemy tells him to do.
mere is so much material blackmailing Bush (as in yesterday’s writing regarding his personal and family involvement in the Kennedy assassination) that he will manage to
producewhateverisdemanded. The
good and the bad of the CIA situation and rele+e of ‘‘Kennedy’ ’ documents is that evidence in proof of
participation may never find the
light of day for release to you.
BUT--your enemy has ALL documentation. Everything rests in the
nicely and newly cleansed hands of
the KGB/Mossad.
Evolvement has arrived whereby
it is planned to put a hard-line terrorist in the high-seat of Israel. There
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Public Response to Native Plight
I am Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn,

You may call me Hatonn.

Thank you in the public for responding to the plight of the Klamath
Indians (Natives). This new act of
“taking land” through outright theft
and taxation SHOULD have your nation in arms against the Federal Govemment.
The Constitutional Law
Center is on top of it as is Little Crow
and the NativeCouncils. Please handle
this by “LAW” for with all the Indian
Nations gathering, it could turn into a
bloody intcmal war. That, of course,
is the intent--so that control can be
brought legally through military intervention by the U.S. This IS THE most
potentially explosive situation within.

your civil nation since your civil war.
You can KNOW this because the
entire groupings of the Indian Tribes
are responding as they have been
pushed one step too far. It may SEEM
to only involve some 3 1 families-NO, IT INVOLVES 100% OF ALL
NATIVE AMERICANS AND CITIZENS OF YOUR COUNTRY.
The point at issue is to always start
SMALL so you don’t rise up in mass.
It is intended to eat away‘at your fibers
as a cancer--creeping and crawling
until it absorbs ALL. It always begins
so tiny and unseen--like a one cent
sales tax, always added and never
subtracted, until you give all to the
beast. After you eat all the extremities

then go for the heart and finally kill
yourprey whenit nolonger hasmeans
or ability to fight back. You are now
watching the beast make its kill in the
nations of the world. YOU HAVE
BEEN EATEN ALIVE AND DIDN’T
NOTICE ANYTHING BUT THE
PAIN--WHICH YOU PROMPTLY
HID THROUGH THE DRUGS OFFERED FOR SAME.
If it is any consolation to you--it is
intended for this generation and the
next to continue to be anesthetized by
drugs until it is finished. More radical
plans have tobefollowedfor you who
don’t cooperate in playing dead.

Support the Constitutional Law Center
a

The information within the documents revealing Truth, THE PHOENIX JOURNALS and
are the outlays of lies and hidden
facts for which you can find confrrmation.
If you don’t know the
problems and the source of the problems, you can have no solutions.
I do not “channel”; I transmit
on a frequency attuned to my “receiver” who is simply a translator of
the pulses into English. This is true
of all receivers who receive from any
of this Command come forth with
God for this transition of species and
planet.
The receivers mostly have no
reference for material given until
after the giving and then, only for
their own confirmation and yours.

prisoner cases best left without names
several “freedom of speech cases”,
myriads of unlawful “tax cases” and
we’re now going to take on the Unlawful Government and Criminal Actions
of top government--such
as the
Also,
the
Kennedy Assassination*
Noriega case is in current review to
Constitutional authority to mandate a
fair trial--which will, of course, catch
your President and CIA in the entangled web of intentional criminal

Please, readers, don’t forget about
the Law Center. Supporting this institution is mind-boggling for we are
totally swamped in cases.
Some of the most outstanding cases
are Demjanjuk (and he IS still alive
because of it), The Dann native-Indian Clan case, review of the Jonathan
May incarceration (but, unfortunately
there are some valid laws broken in
without names
this particular case), several political @bM@@@‘I@R
May I announce, with great pleasure, that when our people “call”
from the Center--the ones on the other
end of the phone--LISTEN. Even the
Israeli Consul who refuses calls from
Senators investigating the Demjanjuk
case. When our legal representatives
makea call and tell the other party that
there is a responsive audience of over
a hundred thousand people (citizens-demanding Constitutional law) out
a

“there” backing this one entity--it
brings immediate attention!!! When
we can say that there are 200 million
in the active audience--you will reclaim your nation! The factsare that
it is your CONSTITUTION which
holds the power and when it is literally
gone--so is the power. It is not too late
to override the terrible destruction of
your Constitution but it is terminally
sick. It has been destroyed through
hidden and secret intent--which is unConstitutional. It will, however, require positive and full-steam-ahead
leadership in fearless battle to clean
out the houses of disease. That leadership must have YOU behind them
every step of the way. Your future
depends on YOUR WILLINGNESS
to support and march WITH THE
DARING ONES WILLING TO RISK
LEAD.

Veterans Need To Stick Together
#1
I would ask ones who know Ron
Kovic personally to urge coalition
with Col. James Gritz--they need to sit
in council and join forces for the army
of injured veterans deliberately brought
down, is large. Futility can be turned
into patriot zeal if you come into

unity.
Also, Terry in Arizona (the Vietnam veteran whose letter I published),
please contact me. I am deluged with
ones desirous of contacting, you and I
will not print your name and address
without your permission, son. You
have been looking for purpose--I be-
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More. on the Kennedy Assassination
#1

denial. Even journals which once “single bullet” theory continues to
were outspoken are now controlled to chase Sen. Arlen Specter, a commisWhy do I interrupt other material major extent. We can only do that sidn counsel back in 1964.
to bring you more? Because right now which can be done and the rest is up to
The movie ‘‘JFK” renewed
you are ready to take action in this you-the-people. As soon as expenses thecontroversy for millions, including
heinous deceit which goes so much allow, wewill publish more frequently Specter’s opponent in the Republican
deeper than a s&in President than you and with a larger diversity
of primary, who on Thursday challenged
can possibly imagine. This is why the uncovefings. Our people here, how- the two-term senator to press for the
work in point--to allow YOU TO SEE ever, are under such attack that sup- release of withheld documents.
THE LIES SO LONG BURIED porting the publication is all but imRep. Stephen F. Freind, who
FROM YOUR VIEW--AT THIS possible. But subscriptions are in- last week said he wouldn’t use the
POINT OF EVOLVEMENT
I creasingrapidlyandassoonas“breakmovie as campaign fodder sent a letter
REPRESENTTHEALARM CLOCK even” arrives, we can bite off more to Specter--and to reporters--saying
WHICH WILL CONTINUE TO and more and more--TRUTH WILL “the stonewalling must end.”
RING UNTIL YOU HEAR.
“I said I wouldn’t use the
GIVEYOUFREEDOMFORIFYOU
I have received a request from KNOW YOURENEMY--YOU CAN single bullet as a campaign issue and
Pennsylvania to reprint a short news DEFEAT HIM. FOR IN TRUTH I’m not, I mention it,” Freind said in
article on ‘‘JFK” and the single-builet YOU ARE GIVEN THE POWER a telephone interview.
theory with petition to run it in the OVERTHE EVIL CRIMINALS. AS
Specter’ spokesman
Dan
We, by theway, realize A NATION, YOU HAVE SHIELD McKenna responded, ‘‘He is grasping
that
subscribed to AND SWORD
UNDER
GOD at any straw that gets him into the
or picked up, is being read by an THROUGH THE WORD--IT IS campaign picture. ’’
average of a hundred or more who CALLED YOUR CONSTITUTION!
The Oliver Stone film “JFK”
share. It c only be through these TA~D
THOUGH IT MAY BE-- ridicules the Warren Commission connon-establishment networks that facts IT WILL STAND IF you DEMAND clusion that Lee Harvey Oswald acted
can be circulated. The major papers IT BE So. PLEASE ALLOW THE alone to kill Kennedy and it suggested
will print nothing except ridicule and LADY OF LIBERTY TO HOLD a massive conspiracy. A closing scene
HIGH THE FLAME OF TRUTH, elicited laughter in Pennsylvania thecont.
LOVE AND LIGHT UNTO THE aters when actor Kevin Costner, as
lieve you are going to find it right WORLD AS IT WAS GIFTED OF prosecutor Jim Garrison, calls Specter
away now. The letters of support and GOD THAT YOU OF THE CHO- “anambitiousjunior counselor”. [H:
ones touched by your honest account- SEN, SHOULD BEAR IT UP. YOU
ing warm the heart and give such FROM EVERYWHERE UNTO A
HOPE for the masses in hopelessness. CHOSEN PLACE--A CHOSEN
You precious ones were SET-UP and PEOPLE (israel-God’s chose@ You
deliberately sent in total manipulation of all colors, creeds and races--God’s
into a “testing” situation-,-and worse, chosen people! Can you not see that
to maintain control by your govem- God’s chosen are not “A” RACE,
ment leaders of the Golden Triangle “A” CREED, “A” COLOR-- *‘HIS
drug trade.
You have found an outstanding ALL?
Yes, I am happy to print the story
and brave LEADER who has literally
placed his life on the line time after asrequested for with it, readers, comes
The single-bullet theory--that
time to push this information to the infOmutiOn from this perSOn as to one virtually undamaged bullet passed
scr~n--OLIVER STONE. me ES- where and how to make your voice through Kennedy’s neck and caused
tablishment is trying to bring him heard. This is what is needed--ones former Texas Gov. John Connally’s
down and the controlled media is in all gathering information to exchange. wounds--is crucial to the commission’s
out lying-cheating assault against him. We need an entire paper just for ex- contention that one gun was used, and
It is up to YOU now--you n& leaders change Of information--let us work that there was no conspiracy.
Specter was one of the chief
like him in the seats of government. diligently toward that end.
interrogators
on the commission staff
QUOTE:
YOU CAN REGAIN YOUR FREEand a proponent of the single-bullet
DOM AND NATION IF YOU WILL
BUT DEMAND THE PROPER
Philadelphia (AP) Jan. 10, theory. [H:
LEADERS AND THEN MARCH 1992--A quarter of a century after the
WITH THEM FOR THEY CANNOT Warren Commission report on President Kennedy’s assassination, the
DO IT ALONE!!!

a

A
columnist and Specter critic wrote that it
seemed the bullet was still whizzing
around “and you wonder if its next
target Arlen Specter’s foot.”
Not exactly the kind of election-year publicity Specter wanted.
In town meetings across the
state this week, Specter has been peppered with questions about “JFK’‘-as well as his questioning of Anita Hill
during the confirmation hearings of
Supreme Court Associate Justice
Clarence Thomas.
Specter smiled after a meeting
with about 100 people Wednesday in
the fire hall in Mount Union.
‘‘I didn’t get any questions on
Anita Hill or that single bullet. I
appreciate that, ” he said.
As for the theory, he said,
!‘I’m still confident it’s correct. ” m:

Specter wrote an op-ed piece
for Sunday’s
critiquing the
“absurd film” that “mangles the
facts”. [H:

a
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Conspiracy To Create A
Holv War. Part II
Challenger Freind took aim at
documents sealed for 75 years by the
commission in 1964, which was mentionedat theend of “JFK”. He&led
on Specter to introduce legislation to
release them.

“This goes to credibility, ”
Freind said. “I don’t believe in the
philosophy that we have to protect the
American people from themselves. ’’
Specter was holding more town
meetings Thursday and wasn’t immediately available to respond directly to
Freind’s letter, but the subject came
up Wednesday at a meeting in Gettysburg.
Specter said he would ask Rep.
Louis Stokes, D-Ohio, chairman of
House Select Committee on Presidential Assassinations, that all House reports be opened up. [H:
a

a

“The reports on my participation have all been made public, ”
Specter said. “I would just invite
those with questions to start off by
reading the report as well as by reading the critics.”

a

2000.

I am asked to give the following
information with petition to take action. If enough pressure is brought to
bear SOMETHING has got to happen.
Write, or better yet, CALL Rep.
L. Stokes at (202 2257032).

(what a farce). They are receiving a
lot of calls these days--let one of them
be yours! If you write also, you might
send it directly to the House Committee on Presidential Assassinations,
Attn: Rep. Stokes. However, it is
such a little-known or attended committee that sending directly to
“Stokes” would seem more appropriate. It might further be noted that
the placement of Stokes in the position
was simply a gesture to the “blacks”
in government. You must begin to
pay attention. The assumption was
that the committee would never do
anything and I suggest you demand
that Stokes take action, if for nothing
more--than the ‘ ‘blacks’ ’ of the United
States!
By the way, chelas-- ‘llte

Dharma, allow us to close this so
it can be prepared for the paper. Then
we shall return to our writing on the
“Holy War Conspiracy”.
Hatonn to stand-by. Salu

(Continued from the previous edition anything anyway. I do suggest, however, and especially in Canada that
of
you THINK MOST CAREFULLY-YOU HAVE ALREADY ALLOWED
LAWS TO BE PASSED TO MAKE
Hatonnpresent witha bitof thought IT ILLEGAL FOR ‘YOU TO SO
provoking inquiry for you.
MUCH AS QUESTION ANY PREWe have a nice new attack going SENTATION REGARDING THE
on in most disagreeable form--from HOLOCAUST
OTHER THAN
Canada. Do not misunderstand me-- THAT WHICH ISRAEL PRESENTS
I think the advertising is extremely TO YOU. THIS, OF COURSE, IS
helpful and attention getting. George FROM AND THROUGH GREAT
and Desird (America West Publish- BRITAIN WHO PASSED THE LAW
ers) are on their way to Canada to have IN ENGLAND FIRST.
WHY?
some interviews and have a seminar or WHAT ARE THEY HIDING?
two. I am embarrassed for Mankind AREN’T YOU CURIOUS TO NOTE
and the foolishness projected in igno- THATTHEREAREMORE “JEWS”
rance.
RECEIVING RESTITUTION THAN
The ADL and other Jewish League WEREEVERINGERMANY? THIS
“clubs” have the press, stations and IS BY “THEIR” COUNT--NOT
hotel in a state of terror over the visit. MINE, BUT IF 6 MILLION (NOW
The newspaper headline reads like THIS YEAR: 6.5 MILLION) WERE
something out of the KKK--referring KILLED IN CAMPS--HOW CAN IT
to ET’s and
etc.
BE? THE NUMBER IN POINT IS
All I can do is remind you that WE MORE THAN WERE IN ALL OF
are the Semites and Jews and those EUROPE AT THE TIME OF THE
Zionist Khazarians are NOT.
SECOND WORLD WAR--BY THE
COUNT OF THE JEWISH COMMITTEE. I have no notion about the
facts other than it seems to me ,mankind would like to have those numbers
justified and as long as you in the
Americas are providing full funding
for these people. in Israel that you
should have a bit more clarification. I
would expect it myself--but it is your
business what of your questioning
rights you are willing to toss out the
window. I can only say that for
Greens or myself to be anti-Semitic is
like saying the Canadian white Englishman is Anti-White! ! ! It has ibsolutely no meaning--NONE! It cannot
In speaking with reporters and be relevant because we both have
ones from the hotel, etc., it became lineage from both the Shem Semites
very clearly recognized (by them) that and Judaeans. It appears that the ones
no one even knew what they were beginning these wars of hate-mongertalking about. Further, we are not ing have not bothered to find out the
interested in taking on any political historical truth involved here and,
party and that is what the World therefore, it has to be assumed--the
Zionist Organization is: a political INTENT IS TO CAUSE CONFUParty.
SION AND DISCORD--NOT
If everyone wants to be completely GLEAN INFORMATION ABOUT
“Hung-up” on such things as space- POSSIBILITIES OF YOUR SPACE
cadets and political party arguments-- BROTHERHOOD CONNECTIONS.
then I suggest ones don’t truly desire
No one is going to find “magic”
ANSWERS to current, past or future attached to Space Command--we are
inquiries. I can’t communicate at all more REAL than are you and olrr
if you refuse to look at problems and communication systems far mol i’
are already predisposed to not believe
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advanced--not strange nor mysterious.
I can only remind you that in MY
command we come as Hosts within the
Brotherhood of Lighted God to get
HIS people into safety when it becomes necessary and the information
we bring is for your input to do with
what you will. You are people of a
massive lie and it would seem logical
and reasonable to me to find out about
it. I would start with WHY WOULD
ANYONE BOTHER TO STOP
YOUR PRESENTATION IF THEY
WERE NOT IN KNOWING OF THE
TRUTH YOU BRING?????
Jews and ADL members are most
welcome to come and make full presentations to our people any time they
wish to do so. I am, further, as
Commander of this fleet, ready, willing and able to meet with them publicly but I am at this time restricting
my presence to and through translators. I have been shot at too many
times to make stupid errors and/or put
any of my Earth crew members at risk.
It is most important to note, however, that it is not the alien connection
which causes ones to want to stop
America West from speaking--IT IS
FOR EARTH-BOUND REASONS.
There are many publications at the
level of OTHER LOSSES by Bacque,
for instance, which had to be published in Canada to get published at
all. It is the information brought forth
from the dark hidden secret places
(such as the cover-up of the murder of
President Kennedy, etc.). The information is already available to the
public now and it would seem most
wondrous to be among the KNOWING citizens.
To you who discount what I say
about our purpose and our presence as
being “evil” because we come from
“space” and you are so-called “good
Christians” and deny our presence-WHO IS THIS CHRIST?? IS HE AN
EARTHLING HUMAN OR AN EXTRATERRESTRIAL?? HOW IS HE
RETURNING?? OH? And can he
just take all 6 billion of you on his
feathered wings? Do you have feathered wings? How are YOU going to
fly? To where will you ascend? To
where will you fly? To the clouds? Is
that what you believe? What are you
going to do then? Now I hear--“God
went to prepare a place for me! And,
He will take me where I need to go! ”
Oh? And what about Us? We are sent
to get you home to those “places”
safely without losing you through the
vaporous clouds.1 Where do these
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preachers and “authorities” say you
are going? I think I would find out a
little more, if I were you. There
would seem to be a great deal missing
from the presented story and yet we
bring reason and logical answers as to
how we plan to help you and we are
called Satanic! You can have it either
way you personally want it--BUT YOU
CAN’T HAVE IT BOTH WAYS. If
you, however, are going to work witJk
physical bodies and beings--wouldn’t
it seem worth-while to have some help
in that same format?
There are some real big problems
facing the humans of Earth and it
would seem only logical that if the
Elite “enemy” is going to depopulate
the planet and has started to do so--that
you need to find out how to get some
help and stop playing in fantasy-land.
Now all of you readers can deny,
stomp the paper, throw it out, scream
and rant--even shoot the publisher-but I suggest it will be you who is the
fool for denial will not change one iota
of the truth of it. My job is to bring
Truth unto you who desire it and that
is exactly that which I shall do to the
best of my capability--which, by the
way, is quite sufficient. ‘Tis not Me
who will be the “fool”, my foolish
and uninformed critics.
I “offer”, I do not “force” and I
don’t ‘‘have-m” do anything to you or
for you. I need prove NOTHING; I
need do no miracles to suit YOU--you
are the ones at disadvantage in every
aspect of my perception--denouncing
me or my friends will not change any
of it--NOR GET YOU CLOSER TO
SAFETY OR FREEDOM. FURTHER, IF YOU HAVEN’T READ
ALL THE MATERIAL OFFERED--

Khazarian Elite from right out of your
new Ally--the Soviet Union? I ask you
again--are the anti-Semites, as you
call them, and Space Command your
friends or your enemies? Who told
you so? Might it not be wiser to look
at who is throwing the rocks?? Who
continues to cover the Kennedy murder? Ah yes, the same ones involved
in the cover-up and conspiracy to
assassinate in the first place. Evil
always calls his opponent that which
HE IS!
There is great contradiction which
might well be put to clearing. There
are by far more funds going out to
produce this information for you the
people than is brought back within.
But, there is something you ones should
know about God and His Hosts. Our
mission is to offer information according to HIS promise--not stuff it
down your unwilling throats--in other
words, “Hereitis, do with it what you
will! ” George presents it to you and
that is all that is asked of him by God
and/or the Hosts and Command. The
fact that he is willing to risk his very
life and Desiree’ hers, speaks the
truth--they are dedicated and committed to their mission and love you
greatly--BECAUSE THEY DON’T
OWE YOU. THEY DON’T HAVE
TO DO ANYTHING AND/OR
SPENDANOTHERFIVEMINUTES
BEING INSULTED AND BATTERED BY THE MYRIADS WHO
HAVEN’T ANY IDEA THERE ARE
OVER 55 BOOKS(WHICH HE PRESENTS,--49 OF THEM FROM
HIGHER COMMAND) YOU NEED
TO READ--MUCH LESS HAVE
READ THEM.
Ifamansays, “Idon’twanttopay
forCanada’sgovemmentormilitary,”
and he comes from Texas, U.S.A., is
he necessarily anti-Canadian? Perhaps, like many Canadians, he has no
Does this seem logical to you, this job and can’t feed his own family!
judging and denouncing without any Then what is this incredible
knowledge at all? Is that not how you
have gotten into this mess on your
globe in the first place? Is your life
exactly like you want it?
Do you not see economic probHow have
lems? How did they get so bad? Did these foolish accusations flourished?
Space Command do it to you? How Do the Canadians want to foot the bill
about the so-called Anti-Semites? How f0rtheentireU.S. Government, school
about the Establishment Government? system, damages for losses during the
How about the international big busi- Gulf War--and go fight the next one?
ness and banking interests? Seems to Well, that is what the U.S. has to do
me that just this day there was a major and, if it might seem anti-Semitic to
announcement about Dow Chemical object, then I wonder JUST WHO is
closing plants--in Canada as well as in complaining??
the U.S.A.--did Space Command do
Perhaps you are Catholic or Bapthat to you? Did George Green? Did tist--how about Methodist or Morthe Anti-Semites? How about the mon--do you get the same as Israel?

The “Jews” say Israel is a Jewish
State and Jew means religion. This is
what “they” say, not me. Every cent
donated to the cause of Israel is tax
exempt as a “religious” organization
and yet I don’t hear about a State of
Baptist or United States of Methodist.
Would the Israelites pay the Baptists?
Do they make huge donations to the
Catholics and Methodists? Then why
are ones who object to paying a foreign state more than claimed by selves-made out to be horrible anti-Semites?
What exactly does the term mean? It
is time you ones stop your frothing and
rock-throwing and use some reason
with these questions.

Dharma, enough of this for we
must get on with our work. Please,
readers, be reminded that I am giving
you information from Dr. Coleman’s
CONSPIRACY TO CREATE A
HOLY WAR. I will not repeat so I
have to ask you readers to get the prior
material. We are going to pick up
exactly where we left off yesterday-on page four of his bulletin.
I further remind you that this is
several years past in the original writing and was partially updated in pertinent portions in 1990. Therefore, if
it appears to have errors, realize that
fact in consideration. We haven’t
time to update to current, all numbers,
etc., for it is the overall plan and
concept which is important. Thank
‘you. I promise you that it will be
name, dates, places and numbers updated in his forthcoming book,
CONSPIRATORS’ HIERARCHY:
THE STORY OF THE COMMITTEE OF 300. I can ody suggest you
contact America West right away because, when that comes into print, it
will be extremely hard to find a copy.
He has been kind enough to share with
us some timely commentary and it
gives you ones confirmation of that
which I bring which seems so difficult
to accept from unseen resources--but
then, how many of you have ever
SEEN John Coleman? I thought not!
I also have inquiry regarding the
next
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medical/surgical facilities and other
military and M.A.S.H. types facilities which are being placed at various
places around the globe, several of
which are in the Aleutian Islands.
Well, chelas, I don’t kIlOWhow to tell
you other than that which I have
already given you. Plan 2000 is under
way in full blossom. You are GOING
to have WZUand YOUZlE going t0 have
very large internment camps where
you-the-people will be placed. I witnessed you ones watching “60
z&es” on this past Sunday and didn’t
know whether to laugh or cry at your
Shock at equipment, food, shoes,
medical supplies, etc., being stockpiled (I.believe in Pennsylvania). This
shown and used as example was literally covering miles of huge warehouses and hundreds of thousands of
tires and such things--including baby
diapers* ‘Orne Of theover-supply was
from 1952. The military refuses to cut
back--new “stuff’ went to the war
and, yet, the question was asked over
and over again--what for? What do
you need all those unneeded supplies
for?

a

the person resides in the North East
fairly close to New York, I must take
a bit of care in relaying the story--but
you will enjoy it and I will comment
on the “purpose” in point at another
time. You readers might well take
note for what seems quite frivolous is
in fact very deadly serious
LL’
..*.. on a transportation contract
to move a certain American Beer
product to a shipyard in New York for
shipment to Russia . The shipments
are so large that it is estimated that it
will take at least a year before the
entire quantity of beer can be moved:
truckload upon truckload moving every day for a year to load onto ship
after ship . If the people are starving
what is this urgent need for excessive
amounts of beer?” Well, at this point
a bit of humor is not what you requested but just accept that it is in
part--grain payments I jest not! A
large portion of the solcalled 4‘grain,,

the Middle East countries.
Iran was the outcome of the
Bellagio conference, and what we are
witnessing today between’ Zionist fanatics and the Christian “fundamentalist cultists” is also an out-growth of
policies laid down at Bellagio. What
the new-found alliance will do, or
what it is expected to do, is support the
crazy Temple Mount take-over by
Zionist extremists. Under the direction of millionaire Terry Reisenhuver
of California, every effort is being
made to extract $100 million from
Christians to finance the building of
“Solomon’s Temple” on the present
site of Islam’s second holiest place;
the Dome of the Rock Mosque in
Jerusalem. Allied with Reisenhuver
are the Christian fundamentalist cultists. [H: suggest you
in

agreement is being handled in this
manner so that no-one will realize it is
beer. It is simply processed through
the brewery and disguised. The Soviet Union promised to take America
.without firing a shot and they could
and would if Israel would leave the
Middle East alone. It is also planned
to set up a massive introductory push
for the product. I would not like to
drink very much of that brew, myself.
The recipe is quite interesting indeed.
I have to leave this subject now for we
are so late to begin our writing this

a
Tied in with this is the British
plan to destabilize the Saudi Royal
family through another “oil price
shock”. The price of oil, once it falls
to the British-Iran price level of $20
per barrel will be a disaster, not only
for the Saudis, but for U.S. economic
andpolitical influenceonsaudi Arabia.
Even if the price of oil goes to $25 per
barrel, the Saudi deficit would immediately hit $22 billion. Libyan oil is
already being dumped, recycled
through refineries in Jamaica, and
sold in theU.S. as “spot market” oil.
us as we
was a “Gulf
Desert

CONTINUATION:
ONSPIRACY TO CREATE A
HOLY WAR

is

is a

as
Israel is already planning, openly,
a war. She pushes and plunders and
bombs and “takes” in occupation that
which is world recognized as not hers
to take but denouncing does not stop
the pain and misery. Iran is ready and
ably matched militarily t0 ki3d and it
is awaiting the ignition process. The
U.S. is by treaty agreement obligated
to fight the war FOR Israel and that is
simply the way IT IS. To you who
denounce us--GO LOOK AT THE
FACTS FORTHEY ARENOTEVEN
HIDDEN--THEY ARE OPEN AGREEMENTS
IN
‘OUR
CONGRESSIONAL
RECORDS
ANDSOMEAREPUTRIGHTINTO
YOUR CONTROLLED PRESS.
In protection of a corespondent I
shall only refer to a story regarding
“beer” being sent to Russia. Since

Speaking in Congress, Senator Rudy Boschwitz said that defending Israel was a real bargain in
te.ms of the money it costs We
always thought a bargain
supposed to have something in it for both
What is at
heart of
sudden 6‘coming together, 9, this“find.
mg
common ground” between
Zionists and Christian fundamental
cultists? First, let me remind you that
some time back I did a special report
which discussed the agenda for the
Inter-Religious Peace Colloquium at
Bellagio, Italy in 1975, under the
auspices of Philip Klutznick, Sol
Linowitz and Cyrus Vance. For those
of you who have not seen that report,
the conference was ordered to devise
ways and means of using fundamentalists of all religions to destabilize
targeted countries, more especially,

You
a
in the
in
is the
the Israeli cause

The
as&-

Rank and file “fundamentalist” Christians and Moslems
alike do not realize that they are the
dupes of international forces which
care littleabout theirbeliefs. They do
not realize that they are being set up to
bring about a Khomeini-style revolution in Saudi Arabia, Morocco, Egypt
and Algeria, and that the catalyst to
precipitate these revolutions (which
could very well lead to the third world

war) is the Dome of the Rock Conspiracy hatched by the Temple Mount
Foundation.
In Israel, Interior Minister Josef
Burg is strongly opposed to what the
Israeli press calls the “Temple Mount
crazies’ ’ . Burg is opposed to
messiahism becoming a part of the
official policy of the Israeli govemment, for which he is much hated by
the Jewish “fundamentalist” group
inside Israel. Burg’s son was the
intended target of a grenade attack on
acrowd of “Peace Now” demonstrators who were demanding the resignation of Sharon following the Shatila
massacre. Burg’s son was wounded
and a man waskilled in theattack, said
to be the workof Kahane’s Kach party
of the JDL. Its leader, Rabbi Kahane,
fled to New York following the issue
of an arrest warrant for his part in the
grenade attack. He was not detained
by U.S. Immigration officials on arin New York, and is walking
around New York without any attempt
so far having been made by New York
D.A. Morgenthau to arrest him on the
(Editor’s Note:
Israeli warrant.
Kahane was assassinated in New York
City.)
In Israel, as I mentioned, several newspapers have picked up on the
Dome of the Rock story, which I first
disclosed in November 1982.
far
as I am aware, no national paper has
yet printed the full story. Nehemiah
reincarnatedis what Reisenhuver
he discovered he is some twelve years
ago. Since then he says he has devoted
his life to the cause of rebuilding
Solomon’s Temple in Jerusalem. He
this is strictly in accordance with
the Christian Bible. The Christian
“fundamentalists” are showing the
same kind of blinkered reaction as the
Moslem fundamentalists in Iran. I
havelongwarnedthatchristians would
be used as a destabilizing force, for
which I was severely critized by some
of the fundamentalists. The Israeli
press reported on the Greater Israel
Jewish Fundamentalists, and its connection with Sharon. It has confirmed
what I said last November (1988), that
plan is to annex the land upon
which the Dome of the Rock Mosque
stands. Unfavorable press coverage
was given by the newspapers KOlhai ‘r
Mau ‘riv, and
the U.S. the Yiddish language Alalso picked up the
story. Although none of them said
anything about the complicity of Haig
and Kissinger in it, (in fact the
denied it) there is a strong
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Although the American Christian fundamentalists will have it otherwise, there is nothing of the Old
Testament in the crowd around Sharon, who is afalseleader. The ChristiansarejustaswrongaswasKhomeini,
who killed and murdered while doing
it in the name of Moslem fundamentalism; yet Khomeini is not a true
Moslem, in fact he was against many
of the teachings of the prophet MOhammed.
in
very

of it.
is

suspicion
had close ties to the Begin govern- a very hard
ment, through Haim Druckman and

was

a
ment was exported to America from
England, following the Bellagio conference. Queen Elizabeth was inVOhd in this plOtagZikd Christianity.
The whole project is being run by
British intelligence, justasit ran Iran’s
mullahs. Tavistockbistituteis closely
involved through Stanford, which has
persuaded Christian fundamentalists
to fall for its “zero growth” ideas for
U.S. industry. The U.S. steel, auto
and housing industries have been shut
down by the same people who planned
the destruction of Iran’s industries and
nuclear power station using Moslem
fundamentalists, which they are now
doing to America’s industrial base
using Christians.
Iran’s fanatical
Moslems did close down the Iranian
industrial pla-nts and development
projects, and Aspen hopes to achieve

~
fo&b

really
was a

trek Irr the first
a result of ideas formulated
by Aspen and executed by Moslem
fundamentalists, Iran is in the Da&
Ages. Fundamentalist cult preachers
are telling their
that the apocalypse is at hand; Gog and Magog will
soon launch their assault in Israel and,
at that point, all of the Jews will be
converted to Christianity. And do
kn
that
of fundamentalist
cult Christians
believe it?
Doesn’t that place them on the same
level as the peasants of Iran who were
misled by the .mullahs?
There are some who doubt that
agin would have had anything to do
with Christian fundamentalism [H:
ew

go

a
a
you are “sho&#’
that a

Begin has had a long time
PERSONAL friendship and working
relationship with Falwell. Isn’t that
long-time friendship with Jerry Falwell
son would make snide and tilting
remarks about American business sufficient proof?

s&n

a

in
in

contact through Foreign Minister
Shamir and Gromyko. Andropov had
been stepping up contacts, not only
with Israel, but with the Gulf
well, because the Arabs became willingt0talkaftertheU.S.
failure tostop
the Israeli invasion of Lebanon. The
U.S. lost a tremendous amount of face
over the invasion, and if Andropov
could have had his way, the U.S.
would never have regained the lost
prestige it once had.
Arabs were saying that the
US failed to act like a super-power
because it could not contain Iran and
Israel. The U.S. was completely
discredited because not only could it
not get Begin out of Lebanon, it had
demonstrated that it was unable to stop
the creeping annexation of the West
Bank and Gaza. Begin had already
started to make contact with the Soviet
Union through Shamir and Gromyko
who met at the United Nations. It was
one of the reasons why the Israelis had
defied President Reagan. When President Reagan sent his well publicized
letter telling Begin to “get the hell out
of Beirut”, it was simply ignored, and
the Soviets let the fact be known all
over the Arab states. [H: It was weB

you so.] I
would like to touch very briefly on the
similarity of conditions in Israel in the
last few years, and those just prior to
the Six-Day War in 1967, and what
was taking place in a general way in
the mid-1980’s. In 1967, then KGB
leader Andropov worked with Eshkol
and Dayan to upset Nasser and dump
him. The British worked on the Arabs
doing all they could to provoke them
into acts which would give the Israelis
only
reason to retaliate. Both the British
and the KGB worked through Kim
Philby, son of St. John Philby, perhaps the greatest of all Arabists. Just
_ Another factor which caused
as later, the Soviets shared Philby with
the British. The famous Dayan vie- loss of face for America was the
in the Six-Dav War was the :British alliance with Andropov.
ou&ome of a joint British-Soviet en- Philby, although a General in the
terprise backed by the Israeli govemment.
DOME OF ROCK EASIER TO
UNDERSTAND

and want to sell Hondas to You.
KeeP in mind that the Honda is
more expensive than, =Y, Ford
Maw*
Now You Iike Ford Mus~ngs, YOUbuUd Ford Mustangs but
the government and
SaYsYou
What
would a good American Iike You =Y
&ru&a

expofied

and

im-

ca=tbatHondas
s%Ve+d selling--h
Would You stop shipping

Of course it appeared that
gin was cooperating with the Christian fundamentalist cult, but it was for
strategic short-term gains, in exactly
the same way that he cooperated with
Khomeini against Iraq, and why Sharon was cooperating with certain radical elements in the PLO. Sharon was
the de-facto leader of the Zionist fundamentalist faction which was clamoring for open annexation of the West
Bank, while Begin was quite happy to
annex the West Bank, piece by piece.
In 1987 alone, over 30,000 Arabs lost
their land on the West Bank. It is this

1

a
mid=,
cheIas,thecarsinPointaretheones

which the Christian fundamentalists
support; the same lawless faction with
its witchcraft that caused trouble for
ALL Jews in Spain during the 12th
century, whether or not they were part

With this information in hand
we can understand just how important
is the Dome of the Rock conspiracy in
the plan to destablize the Middle East.
Any provocation by the new Christian
fundamentalist-Zionist alliance will
bring instant retaliation from the whole
Islamic community.
Sharon was supposed to resign
from theIsraeligovemment. So afraid
of him was thegovernment that he was
allowed to stay on without a portfolio.
Israel knows that American influence
in the region is a spent force, That is
why Sharon met secretly with Anboth were
working to edge the Americans out of
the area--except for the support money.
Begin had alsobeen making approaches
to Moscow, using Edgar Bronfman
and Armand Hammer, plus direct

This audio tape set is an introiuction to the Socioeconomic,
?olitical, Geophysical and
Spiritual transmissions/mesrages contained within X&
?hoenix Journals”. Some topes covered are: “New World
3rder”, UFO cover-up, U.S.
Constitution, AIDS, Spiritual
Transition of Man and more.

$12.OO...(PlusShipping)
Two-Tape set...3 hours
.

To order contact:
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KGB, was shared by British and Soviet intelligence. The British were
using the Soviets and the Israelis to
destabilize the Middle East. The
prime spy scandal was a case in point
and it caused a serious rift in BritishU.S. relations which never healed.
This was reflected in statements made
by Francis Pym, Foreign Secretary,
and the Soviet leader in which both
criticized U.S. Middle East policy in
strikingly similar terms. In fact, the
magazine Middle Ea.3 said openly that
the British had staged an intelligence
coup against the U.S. in the Middle
East. According to
there were
other signs that Israel and the Soviet
Union were rapidly mending fences.
On April First, 1983, Begin said that
he felt sure that restrictions on Jews
who wished to emigrate would soon
be lifted for “religious reasons”.
Andropov had promised lsrael, and Sharon particularly, a big
slice of the “New Yalta agreement
pie’ ’, when the Middle East would be
carved up after the big battle would be
over. America would have been eliminated from the area, and be the big
loser. That is the scenario against
which the Dome of the Rock Mosque
conspiracy must be viewed.

picked%y the press,” and, “1 don’t
know why.” Well, 1 just told you
WHY.
By the way, Tip also said that he
had direct input proving that the Assassination of Kennedy was a conspiracy and the FBI told various ones you
to not testify as to what they knew and
Saw. You are working your way
pretty close to the top of the line with
Tip O’Neal--are you not? He said he
could not watch the JFK motion picture by Stone--not because of the
contents but rather, because he simply

a
a

1937,
a

#2

In Israel the leader of the Jewish fundamentalist cult is an ex-L.ehi
leader, a left-over .from the Stern
gang. He built an elaborate base in
Israel from which the assault on the
Dome of the Rock Mosque can be
launched. He is supported by Yuval
Neeman and the Gush Emunim party.
But there are others in Israel who see
the plot as a danger to Israel, and in an
interview withLa
Navon, the president of Israel, said
that the activitiesof theTemple Mount
group could bring on “civil war” and
that the possibility increased since the
death of a “Peace Now” demonstrator. The Israeli Mapam party in
********
parliament was seeking to ban Kahane’s Kach party which was blamed
Dharma, I’m sorry chela, but we
are going to have to leave this writing. for the grenade attacks on the “Peace
We will try to get at the subject more Now” demonstrators at that time.
quickly in the morning.
Due to the immediate crisis in
Israel and the probability of Sharon
regaining “the throne” I feel we must
continue with this topic prior to moving on with the CIA subject. Things
are simply happening so rapidly in
your world this day that projections
cannot be made accurately in all arenas. You must have what backup
information, names and places as we
can lay on you. You must begin to
know the players. You must realize
1907
your own political players--i.e., re1942.
member I told you the other day-“Clinton”
is a member of the
Bilderberg Group, CFR, etc. A full
blown puppet of the Committeeof 300
One World Group. Tihe ones put up
for election in both parties are wholly (Sulvaki).
orchestrated and hand placed by that
1925
Committee of 300. You are between
a rock and a very hard place. If you
watched “Larry King Live” just yesterday with Tip O’Neal you would
have heard a statement from Tip saying that Clinton, “for some reason is

In

1939

1940.
a

a
a

a

in 1942, the
a
12 the

On March 6th, 1983, the
which is partly-owned
by U.S. labor leader Lane Kirkland
through family connections, confirmed, ‘‘Christian fundamental sects
working together with Jews seek to
rebuild the Temple of Solomon.” It
scorned the idea of Kissinger being
involved. Stanley Goldfoot, Temple
Mount Foundation’s Israeli representative, was quoted by the paper as
saying, “The real Zionists in the U.S.
are not the American Jews but the
Christian evangelicals, since these
Christians feel that we are coming
closer to a critical period in history,
and they want the Jews to fulfill prophecies and thus
evangelicals
affect 20 million people a day in
America.
”

a

II,
Germans
a

To those with any intelligence
training, the whole scheme smacks of
the handiwork of British intelligence,
is a typical Tavistock plan, in fact is a
next
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carbon copy of the successful operation which toppled the Shah of Iran.
Stanley Goldfoot actually confirms
this, although he does so inadvertently. Goldfoot said, “Reisenhuver
is in the oil business and believes there
is enough oil in the U.S. to dispense
with Arab oil (which would then of
course pass to the control of Israel and
the British).
2.

1.
a

go
3.

300.
1860.

Of course none of this ima portant information is disclosed in
whatpasses for the “nightly news” on
TV. Not even the March 10th arrest
of 40 armed men belonging to the JDL
who were seized as they tried to tunnel
into the Dome of the Rock Mosque
was reported, not even when Kahane
fled to New York. The
stated on March 13th that it was,
“An act of terror by religious national
fanatics
The very idea
of trying to take over the Temple
Mount in the heart of Jerusalem on the
eve of Friday’s Moslem prayers, is so
crazy and objectionable that it defies
understanding. ’’
The most remarkable of the
Stanley Goldfoot tried to purAmerican evangelicals (and one who chase some land in Jerusalem from the
is not as well known, for instance, as Armenian church. When the Israeli
Copeland, Falwell, etc.) is Lambert press let the cat out of the bag, the
Dolphin, a senior scientist and Armenian church backed off in a big
archaeologist at the
hurry. Apparently it did not know
with whom it was dealing, and for
The pa- what purpose the land was to be used.
per also mentions a certain tax exempt There is a strong suspicion that Henry
foundation run out of Santa Ana by the Kissinger Associates had a big hand in
Rev. Ray Stedman and Chuck Smith the deal. Kissinger has been deeply
as working very closely with the Tem- involved in land grabbing on the West
ple Mount Foundation.
Bank, which is netting him a very
large amount of money. Perhaps there
are some who doubted that he could be
involved in something so shady. [H:
. ..go
a

a
ily.] Many of you doubted it when I
(John Coleman) told our readers that
Kissinger was charged by Aldo
Morro’s wife and a close political
associate of the late Morro with threatening him, and that Guerzoni had
given evidence to this effect in a Rome
courtroom and reported on TV there.
Then recently, the newspaper
confirmed the story. So it is with
this in mind that I am again mentioning Kissinger Associates’ land grabbing on the West Bank and its possible
connection to the Armenian land sale.
There are indications of highlevel persons inside the Israeli govemment being involved in the Dome of
Doug
the Rock Mosque affair.
Kreiger, one of Reisenhuver’s inner
circle, said as much. I myself know
that the Foundation is in touch with the
Gush Emunim sect, which has members of $e party in the parliament.
According to
Kiryat Araba Yeshiva is part of the
Temple Mount fundamentalism, in
the person of Rabbi Dov Lior, a man
who was fully protected by Begin.
refers to the rabbi’s
followers as ‘‘Itinerant terrorists, with
full and free access to all sorts of
weapons and military equipment, apparently without any control.”
It is such self-styled settler
followers of Rabbi Lior who have
been shooting up West Bank Arabs.
Seven Palestinians were wounded at
Beit Sira village near Ramallah. They
were trying to protect their homes
against a group of “settlers” who
arrived on bulldozers to make a road
through the middle of their village. It
is to such acts of terror which the
was referring, and it is
the kind of action which American
fundamentalist Christians are defending! According to the
most of those arrested in the
tunnel to the Mosque came from this
group of followers of Rabbi Lior,
from the Kiryat Araba settlement.
Rabbi Dov Lior is a close friend of
Ariel Sharon which might account for
his brash behavior.
One of the fanatics of the fundamentalist Jewish sect is the same
man who was a colleague of one of

Khomeini’s fundamentalist Moslem
terrorist, Mustapha Chamroun, as we
told our readers in our special report
on Iran, and our tape report in March
1983. IamreferringtoYuvalNeeman,
the “father” of Israel’s nuclear bomb
project. Neeman called for the Israeli
government to pass a law allowing
Jews to pray on the Temple Mount.
This is the type of provocation which
the British were so good at engineering prior to the Six Day War which,
then as later, British Freemasonry is
directing. Neeman also called upon
the government of Israel to embark on
a ‘‘massive settlements policy’ ’ on the
West Bank and other occupied Arab
lands.
Neeman is the main backer of
the Jewish fundamentalist movement
involved in the Dome of the Rock
Mosque conspiracy in Israel. But as I
said, he is a Massada Lodge member
of British Freemason activity, which
is typified by the highly secret visits by
members of the Royal family to places
such as Israel and Saudi Arabia in
which publicity is totally absent. The
royal representatives will usually be
other than the most prominent family
members; for instance, a lot of these
“business” trips are handled by ones
such as Michael, Duke of Kent, cousin
to Queen Elizabeth and head of the
Scottish Rite Freemason lodges.
To return now to those directly
involved in the day to day affairs of the
Jewish-Christian fundamentalist cult
conspiracy against the Moslem holy
place. A real extremist is Rabbi
Goetz, as is Moshe Arens, Israel’s exambassador to Washington. Moshe
Arens is a hard-line Zionist who favors complete annexation of the West
Bank--preferably sans all Palestinians.
He is alleged to have said that the
Arabs should be threatened with the
“Bomb”, unless they get out of the
West Bank immediately. Arens was
careful to keep a very low profile
while he was his country’s ambassador
in Washington, but that did not convince those who knew his past. He has
always been an extremist, ever since
he joined BETAR, the youth brigade
of the Irgun terrorist gang, whose exleader became the Prime Minister of
Israel, Mr. Begin. It was Arens who
taught Meir Kahane all the tricks of
the trade. So now you know just what
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kind of a diplomat Moshe Arens is!
Yet Arens was accepted by the Reagan
administration without questions about
past activities. One wonders where
Reagan got the nerve to call the Libyans ‘‘terrorists’ ’ while allowing people
like Arens diplomatic status

Let me now expand my comments on the role of British Freemasonry in the Temple Mount Foundation. Ever since I began my series and
special reports I have never failed to
mention by name the British agents
and institutions, both here in the USA
and elsewhere, which were directly
involved in the downfall of the Shah
and the return of Iran to the Dark
Ages. I have explained in some detail
the chokehold which the British have
always had on the Middle East through
such Arab specialists as Sir John Glubb
Pasha, T. E. Lawrence (Lawrence of
Arabia), Lord Curzon, Bulwer Lytton,
Lord Cromer, Wilfred Blount, and of
course, the top man of them all, St.
John Philby and later his son, Kim
Philby. Another name which I would
be remiss to exclude is that of the
famous historian Arnold Toynbee.
Philby is said to be the “third man” in
the “Cambridge Apostles” spy affair
when Burgess and McClean were
tipped off and fled the country to live
in the Soviet Union.
I have explained how the British, acting through such diverse organizations as the Arab Bureau and the
Oxford Group, set out to “neutralize” the great teachings of the prophet
Mohammed, and how the Freemasons
established the Sufi and Bahai movement, using particularly the Oxford
Group to spread the Sufi “gospel”. I
have explained how the Scottish Rite
Freemason lodge was involved in diverse projects in the USA such as the
MK Ultra LSD experiment, Rock and
Roll “music” (introduced by the
Schizophrenia division of the Scottish
Rite of North America. This same
group funded Hinckley’s psychiatrist).
It is nearly impossible for me to repeat
the information previously given in
yet for the
student Of
Middle East affairs, it is a “must” to
have this information.
And so it is that the British
Freemasons are involved with the

Dome to create provocations which
will spark off a war over the Dome of
the Rock Mosque when the Temple
Mount Foundation tries to take it
over.
There is no doubt that a war
will begin if Israeli-Christian sects
attack this, the second most holy of
Moslem places. The conspiracy of
Temple Mount is ongoing, even though
Reisenhuver has taken to a low profile. The conspiracy reached into high
places and continues to do so, and may
well be the catalyst which will sweep
the world into the Third World War
4.
The Dome conspiracy is the
work of the Grand Mother Lodge, the
Quatuar Coronati Lodge of London.
Not even the most knowledgeable
students of Freemasonry know this
name, the most secret of all lodges. It
is a name to note and remember always. The name came to light through
lengthy investigations which were
carried out in the British Museum in
connection with the cult murders in
London’s East End, the Jacl&he Ripper murders. One of the founders of
the Quatuar Coronati Grand Mother
Lodge was Sir Charles Warren, who
was Chief of Police in London at the
time, andthe Freemason who “failed”
to solve the cult murders. I;H: No!

Do
“slow”,
More about Sir Charles Warren later.
Quatuar Coronati is said to be invalved in the execution of Roberto
Calvi, asa Masonic ritual; his pockets
were filled with bricks before he was
hung on Blackfriars Bridge in Lendon. British Prime Minister Thatcher
made a special trip to Italy to plead
with the Italian Prime Minister not to
publicly involve the name of the Duke
of Kent with the matter, which the
investigating magistrates werebent on
doing.
The Grand Mother Lodge
Quatuar Coronati backed the publication of an article ‘ ‘Where was
Solomon’s Temple--New Evidence
Where it Stood” which was to be
published in a magazine called
&al ~~~~~~~~
Review. Supposedly it was written by professor Asher
Kaufman. This is standard practice
for T avistock, since the work is actu-

ally that of Sir Charles Warren, who
prepared it while he was British Administrator of Palestine in the 18th
century. The principal is the same as
that which was used by Ferguson and
“her” book, THE ACOUARIAN
CONSPIRACY, which was the work
of Dr. Willis Harmon of Stanford
Research Center under the title
CHANGING IMAGES OF MAN,
Contract Number URH (489) 2150,
Policy research Report NO. 4/4/74. It
is a time-honored procedure, but the
gullible Christian fundamentalist cultists can be counted on to fully accept
the account as Kaufman’s original
work.
Professor Kaufman is not an
archaeologist, but a nuclear physicist
in the plasma field. . One of his mentors was Professor T. Allibone who
was one of a number of scientists who
workedon the “ManhattanProject”-the Atom Bomb--the secrets of which
were then transferred to the Soviet
Union through an airlift out of Great
Falls, Montana under direct supervision of Alger Hiss. (The spy story of
Julius and Ethel Rosenberg was simply a cover story, although of course
the Rosenberg’s did pass secret papers
to the Soviets. But they were only the
second string, back-up team in case
everything wasn’t included in the
Montana airlift, which even shipped
out 1000 pounds of uranium salts,
which the U.S. was desperately short
of at that time.)
Professor Allibone is also a
trustee of the British Intelligence Center in London, the British Museum.
The Head of the Quatuar Coronati
Lodge is the Reverend B. Cryer of the
Church of England. Recently Cryer
expressed the view that a war would
break out if unrestricted access at all
times for Moslems to the Dome
Mosque was in any way interfered
with. Sucha waris, of course, theaim
of the conspirators. Billy Graham
preached a sermon on television at that
time which was actually interpreted as
a call to take over the Dome of the
Rock Mosque addressed to the Jewish-Christian fanatics in the Temple
Mount Foundation. Graham is leading his fundamentalist followers to the
slaughter without even realizing it and
can only be compared with Khomeini
in his ignorance of the truth of what he
does. [H:
us assume

The war over the Dome of the
Rock Mosque will prove to be genocidal for the Arabs, and millions of
Christians and Jews will also perish.
Moshe Arens will probably get his
chance to witness the dropping of the
H Bomb on a few Arab capitals. In the
aftermath, the U.S. will have lost all
credibility, but as far as the Arabs are
concerned it will no longer matter,
since they will have ceased to exist as
nation-states if the Israelis have their
way. Please do not doubt that the
same organization and the same people
who were so successful in bringing
down the Shah of Iran, have declared
their intention to restructure the Middle
East and they are determined to carry
out their plan, no matter what the
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events making the headlines.
Release Date Feburary 1992
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costs. Richard Faulk, who as you now
know through my report on Iran as the
executor of the Iranian plan, said
recently that people and religion is the
mix which will bring about the necessary changes in the Middle East.
The first country to be destabilized will be Saudi Arabia. As mentioned earlier, the Duke of Kent paid
a visit to Saudi Arabia and now, look
what happened with the Gulf War.
Saudi Arabia is still in dangerous
destablization. The British visit of
course was to undermine U.S. influence so that Britain would have more
control over events which were intended to unfold later--such as the
Gulf War.
The Queen herself is paying
very, very close attentidn to the Dome
of the Rock conspiracy.

40
a

HONORS
To make the above point as to
relationships, be it noted that the Zionists have long ago recognized that
Christian fuIidament.alists are a valuable asset. World Zionist member
Jacques Torcyner said, “We have
first of all come to the conclusion that
the right-wing Christian fundamentalist reactionaries are the natural allies of Zionism”. Dr. Falwell was
presented with the Jabotinsky award at
a most sumptuous banquet in Falwell’s honor by Dr. Samuel Cohen
who, in a laudatory speech said, “We
are glad that you are such a staunch
supporter of the state of Israel. ”
***

Mainstream Christianity does not
subscribe to Falwell’s views but few
speak out just as few speak out to stop
the insanity going on in the moral
degradation of your nations.
Do you realize that it is now shown
on TV that the use of condoms --with
explicit pictures of wearing and using--HAVE MADE IT TO MANDATORY CLASSES IN GRADESCHOOL IN MANY PARTS OF
YOURCOUNTRY. INL.A., NOW,
CONDOMS CAN BE OBTAINED
FREE FOR THE ASKING.
It is so sad for Mainstream Christianity does not subscribe to Falwell’s
anti-Saudi, anti-Arab position. It recognizes it as fanaticism and cult worship which has no place in the teachings of Christ, any more than the
Moslem Brotherhood has a place in
the true teachings of the prophet
Mohammed.
Be it known, however, that infiltration into the Moslem mainstream
has also taken place with its head
infiltrator being a fanatical Moslem
cultist, Maarout Dawalibi (who, by
the way, has ties to the Saudi royal
family). Dawalibi is head of the
World Muslim League and is associated closely with Islam-in-the-West,
an organization founded by the Club
of Rome.
Fahd, of Saudi Arabia, came under massive pressure because the
Kohmeini followers had a plan ready
to overthrow the Saudi royal family if
Fahd would fail to ally himself with
radical Moslem fundamentalists in a
holy war against the Zionist-Christian
conspiracy to take over the Dome of
the Rock Mosque.
British Freemasonry is still doing
everything it can to provoke the extremist elements of Moslem fundamentalists to react strongly against
the Zionist-Christian fundamentalist
conspiracy aimed at the Dome of the
Rock Mosque. Why? Because if
anything happens to abrogate the rights
of the Moslems in Jerusalem, it may
well be the spark which will start the
planned conflagration. Much of what
happens rests squarely on the input of
the fundamentalists in the U.S. who
blindly push forward without any notion of how or why.
The British have a strong hold on
the Middle East affairs through the
Palestine Exploration Fund, and the

British Foreign Bible Society. On the
Israeli side, they have the Massada
Lodge which is-connected to Yuval
Neeman. In theU.S.A. whatiscalled,
by Dr. Coleman, the ArmageddonApocalypse group is working very
hard to persuade Christian fundamentaIist cults that the hour is at hand
through Hal Lindsay’s work. The
Religious Round Table and a host of
fundamentalist preachers are saying
that the final battle of Armageddon is
due to begin any day now, and that it
will be fought out over Jerusalem just
like the Old Testament says. They say
it will be the Zionists AND Christians
on one hand against the Communists
and the Arabs on the other hand.
Fortunately they also said it would be
in 1984 that this would happen. I
make no further comment about possibilities but I assure you that this is the
very way fortune-tellers work. If
enough people believe the lie--they
will cause it to become truth no matter
how heinous the outcome.
YOU DO NOT HAVE TO FOLLOW THE
PLAN AS ESTABLISHED BY YOUR DEADLY
ENEMY ADVERSARY.
HE
WROTE THE DIRECTIONS AND
GIVES INTERPRETATION AND
YOU TAKE IT LIKE CANDY AT
THE CHRISTMAS PARTY--THEN
TURN ABOUT AND BLAME GOD
FOR YOUR PLIGHT.
WELL,
CHELAS--GOD REFUSES TO ACCEPT YOUR LIES.
Dharma, I think we have beat this
subject sufficiently to even cause John
some discomfort. It, however, needed
to be laid forth as foundation for more
current information. When we write
next we shall take up the players in the
Temple Mount Conspiracy which will
give you the participants up to and into
1990. You need to lookat the happenings in Israel to better understand what
was happening with Israel in the socalled Desert Storm war.
Then, I guess we may be backed
into a comer in needing to run a
separate JOURNAL which bears nothing but the Zionist Protocols with
addendum Manifesto update in addition to the Benjamin H. Freedman
document which bears so much fundamental historical data--documented.
Perhaps if we had that special volume
we could save our readers a lot of
repetition by simply suggesting that

they obtain that selected volume.
It does not mean, however, that I
shall stop repeating the Protocols for
they are the blueprint which has been
followed and almost ALL things in the
plan havebeencompleted! Plan2000
is intended to finish the gaining of total
control over theglobe. Facts are facts
and wishing it to be different will not
change an iota of the Truth of it. We
of the Hosts extend our hands to
awaken you and pull you through the
darkness--but it is all that we can do.
The rest is up to you.
Hatonn to close this portion. In
love I take leave. Salu.
1124192#2
Again, I wish tothankDr. Coleman
for allowing us to use his document on
the above subject. I need confirmation for my scribe--that she is not
alone in the outlaying of intelligence
information. I make careful efforts to
prevent her being targeted by making
unwise revelations.
We are going to move forward
from the prior writings of the past few
days and on to mat&&l written in 1990
and consider the shooting deaths of
Palestinians at the Haram-al-Sharif on
October (8th).
Again, we will quote and my interjections will mostly be in brackets
(@I:]). I say ‘‘mostly’ ’ because sometimes I simply forget to distinguish
self from the writings. The author is
most generous with my liberties. In
fact, if allowed to simply update, it
will save us all a lot of time--especially
you in your reading and Editors in
their correcting punctuation, etc.

i
(Computer Bulletin Board)
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: Effective immediately the Phoenix:
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2400 baud N-8-l. You’ll find in-m
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: state citizenship, Constitutional:
:concems and legal insights, con-:
s iracies and so much more. Spread;
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chelas? Let me just give you a tiny
portion of the beginning of a prominent
first-page article of The
Thank you.
(Established media
With the shooting deaths of 22
Pdestinims

at the Haram-al-Shtif

(Noble Sanctuary) on the grounds of
the Dome of the Rock Mosque Al
Aska on October 8, 1990, by a large
force of Israeli border guards, police
and soldiers, Temple Mount (the ISraeli name for Haram al-Sharif) became the focus of world attention.
The Temple Mount massacre placed
the government of Prime Minister
Yitzhak Shamir under severe pressures and, for the first time in decades,
the U.S. joined in the demands for a
full and free investigation into the
events of that October day.
Why the sudden seemingly
about-turn in U.S. policy toward Israel? It was not a genuine change of
policy--but merely a subterfuge to
force Mr. Shamir from office and get
him replaced with the “King of Is-

Press) of Monday,

20,

TheMoneY Trail. U.S. FrRMS ARE
LINKED TO AN ISRAELI GENERAL AT HEART OF A SCANDAL. Funds for Defense Contracts
were Divefled, but Why? Invest@

tions Broaden--Bundles ofcash (found)
in a Mercedes: TEL AVIV: --A

waY.

[Aho most unusual* me facts are

got

Sharon--now Housing Minister. The
U.S. administration is persuaded that
when the time comes to attack Jordan
and force the Palestinians out of the
West Bank and Gaza, Mr. Shamir
$11
would not be strong enough to carry
out the task. Hence the ongoing
efforts to undermine his government.
Although responsibility for the
deaths of almost 700 Palestinians since Cou*s QCmSS
the “Intifada” (resistan&) began rests
with the Israeli Government. there are
other players in this drama who need
I

ing discord which threatens the lives
of Palestinians and Israelis alike and
promises to plunge the world into a
most dangerous war.
Thus far these players have
gotten away with their crimes which
have brought the world to the brink of
catastrophe in Kuwait and Iraq, a
catastrophe which President Bush appears to be determined to make happen. We shall share the identity of
those who are the sting-pullers
of
their front men. Never before has
there been such a compelling urgency
for you to know truth and begin your
regaining of freedom from the propaganda mills grinding out what passes
for ‘ ‘news” in the electronic and
printed media.
Ah, but you continue to deny
that such things can exist--how so,

U.S. fimSthat

Kuwait and Iraq, a catastrophe which
President Bush appeared to be determined to make happen and surely
enough DID! So who are those main
players in that Temple Mount Conspiracy? Well, like the broken record
repeating and repeating: They are
British Freemasonry, (whose origins
go all the way back to before the
Crusading Templar Order) and who
run and control Jewish fundamentalist
fanatics such as Gush Emunim; British intelligence, drafted into the arena
to instigate religious wars and block
all peace efforts between Arabs, Jews
and Palestinians. . The non-Zionist
Jews will be as much a victim, however, of the plotters as the Muslims
and Christians. In fact, as I, Hatonn,
have said over and over again: They

Beginning with the Crusades,
the Poor Knights of the Temple of
Solomon occupied the al- Aska Mosque
in the year 1099. To understand the
Temple Mount conspiracy to create a
holy war, one must examine the history of the eight (8) Crusades. We
haven’t time to do more than take a
brief look for background information. In spite of Christian overtones in
the Crusades, it was always obvious
that commercial gain played a far
bigger role than did any kind of religion or doctrine--and surprisingly
enough--VENICE keeps popping up
over and over again in the historical

documents of events.
The two Orders who had controlled Jerusalem were the Knights of
St. John (the Hospitalers), whose uniform was (and still is) a black mantle
bearing a white cross. The Order of
St. John was always an arm of British
Intelligence and remains so to this
day. The Order (Masonic) of the
Knights of St. John was founded in
Jerusalem in 1070 by a group of
Amaliitan merchants. Only men of
“noble blood” were allowed to join
the Order. Dr. Coleman herein speculates that the ACLU would have filed
a racial discrimination suit against the
Order had it existed at the time.
The Knights of the Temple.
(Poor Knights of the Temple of
Solomon-Knights Templar) were more
militantly Masonic than the Knights of
St. John of Jerusalem. The Templars
uniform was a white mantle with a red
cross. It was founded in 1120by Hugh
of Pajens. Its job was supposed to be
to guard and protect pilgrims on their
way to Jerusalem, but everywhere
was found dedication to Masonry.
Bernard of Clairvaux drew up their
rule based on the canons regular.
They took vows of chastity, poverty
and obedience. Only men of “noble
blood” could join the Order. Organization was by commanderies under
a grand master.
With the advent of Guy de

-.

got mav

business

geneml’s enterprise*
I believe that is enough of the
article. Does it not smack of Noriega
and/or Oliver North tactics? A real
one man crime ring of duping and
stealing and clandestine “demands”.
Come, come--check out the “innocent” file.
PLAYERS AT TEMPLE
MOUNT
Thus far thq>eplayers got away
with their crimes which brought the
world to the brink of catastrophe in

By

“Bo”

In his book, Gritz lifts the veil of
National Security to reveal how
U. S. Forces have been usedas tools
by international elitists who are
guilty of drug trafficking, preventing American POW’s from coming
home, and more.

$20.00...2
Bo tells the story behind the covert CIA operations of Viet Nam.
He names those key individuals
involved in the Golden Triangle
heroin trade. His is a message of
courage and he delivers a “final
call to serve” to all who will
awaken to the evil behind the
“New World Order”.
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Molet, the Knights Templar became
an openly Masonic Order whose members tookanti-Christian oaths and vows
of the vilest nature. The Knights
Templar became a prostituted Order
carrying out commerce for Venice.
By the time Philip the Fair, King of
France, destroyed the Order and had
Guy de Molet arrested, the horrible
excesses of Knights Templar and its
open Gnostic Masonry posture had
disgusted most of Europe.
Starting out as penitentiary
pilgrimages to the Holy City of Jerusalem, the eight Crusades turned into a
scramble for positions that would bring
commercial gain. As mentioned earlier, the Black Nobility of Venice and
the Guelphs were in the forefront of
this unseemly trading, using pious
Christians as a pretext to further the
commercial position of Venice. Now
pleasedon’tgocrazy--GO, INSTEAD,
AND READ HISTORY--EVEN
THAT WHICH IS TAMPERED
WITH WILL GIVE YOU THIS INFORMATION.
In fact, by 1087 AD they had
captured African coastal cities and
gained command of the Western Mediterranean. The Venetians were even
able to persuade Pope Gregory VII
(Hildebrand of Soana) to launch a
‘ ‘holy war” against Constantinople.
This was a classic example of all wars
being economic in origin; the Venetians were bent on crushing their rivals
in trade with the Orient.
In the Second Crusade, commercial gain and greed played a leading role. The Norman, Roger of
Sicily, made a fortune by seizing the
Greek islands. In the Third Crusade
King Richard I of .England seized
Cyprus which he sold for a small
fortune to Guy de Lusignon.
This is seen throughout the
Crusades, starting perhaps with Peter
the Hermit and his tales of Moslem
atrocities (reminds ones of George
Bush and James Baker III and their tall
tales of Iraqi ‘‘atrocities’ ’ in Kuwait).
It is quite safe to state that it was these
utterly fabricated accounts of Moslem
atrocities that militarized the pilgrimages to Jerusalem, and made the
Crusades largely a French affair.
(Lox-miners under Godfrey of Bouillon, the Provencals under Count
Raymond of Toulouse ( 1096- 1099)
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and so on.) Men were recruited to join
these armies by promises of great
profits to be made.
Actually the Moslems were
l/25/92 #1
not an organized force at the time.
The Seljuks only garrisoned Syria and
Aton present. Dharma, you will
were religiously divided (Sunni and
The
Fatimite
capture
of
sit
a
moment and then you will please
Shi’ite).
Jerusalem was carried out in 1098 by LISTENTO ME. Precious, you were
Shi’ites. Stories of Moslem “atroci- injured yesterday which is why you
ties” sprang forth from violent inci- feel as if your body has been to war-dents between these rivals and were and lost. Note, however, that all of
grossly blown out of all proportion, as you are safe and whole.
The incident of yesterday needs
continues to this day, by ones such as
Peter the Hermit of Lorraine, France. explanation and you in this place need
TheREAL AND MOST HOR- reminding of need for attention to
RIFYING atrocities occurred when a shielding. Do NOT get careless. The
Genoese-Venetian backed Crusade led following needs documenting. What
by Godfrey of Bouillon laid siege to you experienced was an intentional
Jerusalem, captured and sacked it with assault against you-physically--unindescribable horror. In the face of der cover of a set-up air cover. Let us
such barbarous conduct, Bouillion’s just say that the response was instant
title “King and Defender of the Holy and simultaneous from us and we can,
Sepulchre” was totally inappropriate. for simplicity, simply call it “warning
The role played by the Knights Tern- shots across the bow”. I repeat, for
plar in these atrocities is well re- the surveillance teams attending this
corded. The bights Templa lived writing--THIS WILL NOT BE TOLMY PEOPLE ARE
near to the alleged site of the Temple ERATED!
of Solomon and stabled their horses NEVER OUT OF MY ATTENTION

Attack Explained

within a very short distance of where

AND COVER--THAT

A
TERESTINGLY ENOUGH--HIS
SUBJECTS ARETOTALLY THOSE
OF OUR WRITINGS OF THE PAST
FEW DAYS FOR, KNOWING THE
LAWS, THERE WAS NO PLAN OF
SPEAKING OF ZIONISTS OR
JEws
.
Yesterday’s attempt in California
(Tehachapi) was blatant and deliberate.
Three craft were sent from the underground facilities--two from Edwards
and one black unmarked chopper from
Northrup. The smal1er“jets” were to
zoom over Tehachapi to distract from
the impact noise of pulse beams which
would come from the chopper flying
low over the foothills and Dharma’s
dwe11ingThe intent was t 3blast the building
and the fuel tanks (propane) so that the
incident could be accepted as an accidental explosion easily written off as
being Of Your Own fau1t* Anyone
hearing the blasts would note the two
overhead jets with brilliant contrails

MAKES

the south wall of the Temple allegedly THE FOOLS. YOU HAD BETTER are heinous times, brothers, and must
had been. The Templms were devoted

GET YOUR ORDERS STRAIGHT

k attended as such* The only hop the

and loyal to the oath they had taken to
Hiram, the
builder of
Solomon’s Temple (a purely Masonic
oath).
What Hiram had to do with

BECAUSE, TROOPS FOR THE adversary has for success is to KEEP
ELITE, WECANANDWILLTAKE
THE PUBL1C SLEEP1NG.
As the jets would pass overhead
YOU OUT. I TRUST THIS IS
CLEAR?! ? HERO= ARE NOT the chopper would tire a series Of four
GOING TO BE ON MY ADVER- blasts (thejets would not have achieved

Christianity, which &eTemplas

SARY ‘S SIDE

were

IN THESE

EN-

near the speed Of sound but

supposed to be defending, has never COUNTERS. IF YOU KEEP IT UP
been made clear. It was the Templars WITH FURTHER ATTEMPTS (NO
who occupied the Al Aska Mosque in MATTER WHERE MY PEOPLE

no one would notice, I promise ycu).
The blasts were to explode the lower
area first, as in a water-heater fault,
and then the ProPme. IflterestinglY

defiance of fie long-standing rule of ARE LOCATED) THERE WILL BE
quality between Cb&ims
and MO+ DAMAGES. I SUGGEST YOU LIS- enoughy for Your entertrunmentdbe

lems in the Holy City. Perhaps the
Israelis who attacked the Al Aska
Mosque on October 8, 1990, had a
very definite precedent. Jerusalem
became a feudal kingdom.
(Ed. Note: A loud “boom”, complete with concussion enough to shake
the house and redly l-at& the windews int,enupt,ed the
at this
point. Two jets, side-by-side, with
attendant con-trails had madea U turn
over Tehachapi and headed back toward Edwards; a black helicopter was
seen just leaving the immediate area.)

986
93581

TEN-UP.
EXPLANATION OF ATTACK
Readers, bear with us for we need
to document yesterday’s military assault specifically against Dharma and
property. George is in Canada and the
attempt is to shut him up through
intimidation via police and rules. All
of Southwestern Canada is in total
uproar. Let it be a lesson for all of
YOU-YOU LOSE *YOUR RIGHTS
AS YOU NOD AND SLEEP. THE
HAVE
JEWISH
LEAGUES

diesel fuel wasn’t even going to be
touched because the frequency required to ignite diesel is not easily
adjusted.
We sent out warning as the planes
reached the wind parks toward Mojave
and we ordered them to turn back or be
brought Idown. AnYOne watching
wou1d slmPlY have seen *em tum
about over the township--travelling
we11be1ow the speed Of sound.
The chopper, however, continued
across toward the Westerly direction

headed generally North* we al1owed
them to fire because that is our operMOUNTED
AN
ASSAULT ating procedure--to allow them to fire
AGAINST HOTELS, RADIO STA- and we simply interrupt the lasers or
TIONS AND TV STATIONS TO
KEEP GEORGE SILENCED. IN-
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YOUR PUPPET MASTERS CARE
NOTHING ABOUT YOUR WELLdivert them. We had to interrupt them BEING OR YOU WOULD NOT BE
totally because the system being used SENT ON SUCH MISSIONS. I
is indeed accurate and taking out the SUGGEST THAT ALL OF YOU
instrument is too uncertain. This is ARE SET-UP FOR DESTRUCTION
why you who witnessed felt four roll- AT THE HANDS OF THE IDIOTS
ing blasts (like automatic gunfire in WHO SENT YOU FORTH. THE
rapid succession). One of the beam SAME FOR YOU SURVEILLANCE
blasts was set for knocking out the MONITORS--YOU ARE AMONG
electronics in the house and Dharma TI-IEDISPENSABLETOTHEELITE
who is functioning in approximately SHADOW GOVERNMENT--ALL
the same frequency.
OF YOU ARE INTENDED FOR
These are terror tactics and since ANNIHILATION TO PREVENT
so many knew of the operation--we ANY UPRISING AS YOU ONES
did not damage the aircraft lest we be ARESENTFORTHTOKILLYOUR
simply accused of shooting down your OWN FAMILIES TO MAINTAIN
military craft--and precipitating war. NEW ORDERS FOR THIS NEW
Further, this was a blatant act of WORLD ORDER. IF YOU FEEL
aggression against the Cosmospheres YOU ARE INVOLVED IN SOME
stationed in your vicinity and, had the FUTURE-SHOCK SCIENCE FICoperation succeeded, the planes would TION SCENARIO--YOU ARE! IT
have been instantly disabled and left IS MOVING TOWARD FULL INfor the military to explain--also TERGALACTIC
CONFRONTAprecipitating war. The point is to TION--I FURTHER SUGGEST,
precipitate war so the assaults will not HOWEVER, THAT THE INTERstop but the consequences are well in GALACTIC BROTHERHOOD OF
point--now.
THE COSMIC FLEET--DO NO1
Our purpose is to wake up the LOSE YOU HAVE NOTHING TO
people of God--not take out anything MATCH EVEN OUR WEAKEST
of physical nature on your place. Your DEFENSESYSTEM. YOURWEAPmilitary problems are with the ONS ARE TOTALLY PRIMITIVE-Cosmospheres and the Secret Govem- DO NOT STRETCH YOUR POment. But you WILL leave our scribes SITION.
uld workers out of your encounters.
At this time our sole purpose is to
WE ARE IN FULL COMPLI- awaken God’s people by the WORD
ANCE WITH COSMIC LAW AND I OF TRUTH out of the lies. What
SUGGEST IT SHALL NOT BE WE mankind does with this information is
WHO ARE THE LOSERS--FOR solely up to each. We SHALL bring
VERY LONG.
ALL OF OUR a remnant into total security and all of
PEOPLE, KNOWINGLY OR NOT, God’s people into security at proper
ARE MOST FLEXIBLE AND IN- time if it comes to such degradation of
STANTLY REMOVABLE INTO the planet surface. That is, all who
SECURITY. BODIES, HOWEVER, desire to come with us for there will be
CAN BE DAMAGED BY THE IM- no ‘‘rapture’ ’ as described by your
PACT OF THE ENERGY FIELD enemies. After our peopleare brought
AND FOR THAT, CHELAS, I into safety we will monitor your situAPOLQGIZE. YOU WILL NOTE, ation with some three opportunities
HOWEVER, THAT ONLY THE for “mind-changing” and then, if you
TARGET PERSON WAS AF- are rendered incapable of total
FECTED IN ANY MEASURE AT dispersement of the planet itself--you
ALL.
shall be left in the mess of carnage.
I repeat myself, however, for I do LEAVE MY PEOPLE ALONE.
not want my people having to relo- THERE
IS
FULL
UNcate. Further, for you surveillance DERSTANDING THAT YOU ARE
groups--if indeed, you cause such in- TO DO SO AND IT IS RECKLESS,
convenience--YOUR ABILITY TO INDEED, TO CONTINUE TO
MONITOR WILL BE REMOVED! !! MAKE THESE PERSONAL ASYOUR PRECIOUS SONS FLYING SAULTS.
THE MISSIONS MUST COME TO
Let it be further fully understood
KNOW THAT YOU ARE‘PHYSICALLY VULNERABLE
AND

.

Players in the Temple
Mount Conspiracy
#2

Dharma, in view of the earlier
writing today from Aton, I suggest we
simply take up with the subject in
point. Thank you. Rest assured,
chela, that as with yesterday--I am
never away from you even though the
terrorists seem so unrestricted.
CONT: PLAYERS IN THE
TEMPLE MOUNT CONSPIR.
ACY
As we begin where we left off, I
remind you that we were speaking of
Hiram who was thought to have built
the Temple of Solomon according to
the Freemasonry projections.
There is ample proof, how:ver, that--as with David aI Roy and
King David--so are Hiram and Hiram
different people. The Hiram so beloved by Freemasonry is NOT the
Hiram who was involved in building
Solomon’s Temple, but rather Hiram
of Tyre, king of the Sidonians whose
kingdom stretched from the Euphrates
in the northeast to the Gulf of Aqubah
in the southeast, a great commercial
empire. It was with this Hiram that
King David made a treaty. King
David (1000-961 BC) was Israel’s
most successful ruler. Again, note
that due to evolving terminology, we
find it necessary to use terms such as
“Jews” and “Israel” although at the
historical time in point--NEITHER
TERM EXISTED!

He did however breach the
of Jerusalem, which he
made his capital. It was during his
reign that literary activity flourished.
You can include “JUDGES” in this
category which was in collected form
from the “Yahwistic source” in the
Pentateuchal tradition.
When David died (see, everyone
does), his son Solomon turned Israel
into a genuine Oriental monarchy. He
built the dynastic temple, which was a
copy of Canaanite temples in decora-

tion ,and design. Of course there were
no cult statues; the Ark in the cella
replaced that. Solomon’s Canaanitestyle temple was destroyed in the first
three months of the reign of Jehoiachin.
Nebuchadnezzar besieged Jerusalem,
which fell to him in January 588 BC.
Note the use of the term Canaanite-thisdoes not even SOUND like Shemite
(Semite). The lies were poured upon
you so long ago that you are totally
blinded if your mind refuses to remember truth.
The KINGDOM OF JERUSALEM, (which had the most complete feudal laws ever devised)

motive being to tap the Red Sea trade;
this being facilitated by the country of
Edessa, the principality of Antioch
and the county of Tripoli, all fiefdoms
of Jerusalem set up by Baldwin,
Bohemund and Raymond of Toulouse.
With the departure of the Franks, the
city was recaptured by the Moslems in
1187, and Jerusalem ceased to be an
organized state.
The role of Venice as a commercial power and a spoiler appears
again and again throughout the eight
Crusades, particularly in the Fourth
Crusade 1201-1204. A glaring example of the power of Venice (which
it retains to this day) came at the
Meeting of Hagenau, where feuding
Crusaders were supposed to come to
an agreement under Pope Innocent III
(Lotario de’conti di Segni). Now,
doesn’t this just smack of “Honest
Dude” the used-car salesman?
Instead of carrying out the agreement reached by all parties to the
Hagenau Meeting, Venice demanded
85,000 marks and that the Christian
city of Zara be attacked. (Personalities don’t change a lot over the generations do they?) In spite of Innocent’s
unbridled opposition, Zara was taken
and sacked. Venice gained materially, while the Crusade was excommunicated, which of course had no
effect on Venice. The Crusade was
then diverted to Constantinople which
was taken and sacked in 1204 in horror
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and unsurpassed brutality.
So all you so-called Christians
cannot point the finger at anyone; in
fact President Bush’s lies about Iraq
sacking Kuwait, even if they might
have been true, which they most certainly are not, would pale into insignificance next to the horrors of the
sacking of Constantinople. A Venetian, Morosini, replaced the Greek
patriarch. Venice got possession of
more than a quarter of Constantinople,
plus Adrianople, Galiopoli, Naxos,
Andros, Euboea, Crete and the Ionian
Islands. PopeInnocent was powerless
to stop thevenetians, notwithstanding
his outraged opposition. It reminds
one of Pope John Paul II who appears
to be powerless against the Venetian
Black Nobility steering the Catholic
Church in the wrong direction. You
is--you

ARE THERE IN

HISEN-

TO

that we are in full knowledge of your
intended excursions on the morrow. I
suggest it is NOT the Command that
will give you trouble--it is your REAL
enemy in those Cosmospheres if you
get too reckless. Man will be allowed
to continue with the stupid activities
until he KNOWS what he is doing
even if it is by clearing the entire
planet. You have met your enemy-and he has come right into your very
fiber and beds. Your countering “enemy"

sits witi ~n~ol

of all space

actions and the c-aft are manned by
fully physical Earth humans and the
outcome of such encounter will be
dastardly and deadly. But they, too,
await the proper time of interference
according to the depopulation and
playing-out by the conspirators themselves. You, world, are in for a most
heinous ride through the ending of this
decade. I suggest you leave my people
AS I HAVE SPOKEN SO SHALL IT
COME TO PASS--INSTANTLY.
ATON TO CLEAR.

TJ3INGS IN THE RECORDS!

Herman Von Salza, of the Teutonic Order, was the first and only
Crusader to deal fairly with the Moslems. He established relations with
the Moslem leader, Malik al Kamil
and, in the terms of the treaty agreement they signed, Von Salza was able
to secure a corridor from Jerusalem to
the coast for Christians. Unfortunately he was undermined by the Venetians (non-Christians), and forced
to return home, after which Moslem
mercenaries took over Jerusalem in
1244.
British Army General Allenby recaptured Jerusalem in 1917, using the
celebrated Lawrence of Arabia to
marshal Arab support to defeat the
Turks, in exchange for which the
Arabs would gain complete autonomy,
especially in the land of Palestine,
where there was to be no more Jewish
immigration. Allenbytotallybetrayed
the Arabs and Lawrence was murdered.
Henceforth the flow of Jews to
Palestine was accelerated according to
the treasonous Balfour Declaration
drafted bY the Freemason Arthur
Balfour and signed by Lord Rothschild
without consultation with the Arabs
and without their consent. In spite of
the gross betrayal they had suffered,
Moslems and Christians as well as
non-Zionist Jews shared Jerusalem
without much friction until the IsraeliArab wars which started in 1946.
Jerusalem, UP until the time of King
David W&Salways regarded as a neutraI city, but major violations of its
status occurred throughout its historY+
The role of the Poor Knights of the
Temple of Solomon throughout the
Crusades was marked bY treachery
and violence. Because of their Masonic-type oaths and initiations, they
wereordered disbandedbY p”lJeC1ement v
Bertrand de Got) in
1312
From the Knights Templar sprang
modem Masonry and, in 1717, the
United Grand Lodge of England was

founded. It became the Lodge of
British royalty. Its present Grand
master is Edward the Duke of Kent,
cousin of Queen Elizabeth II, Knight
GmndCrossoftheOrderofSt. George,
appointed to his post by Queen Elizabeth II in 1967. Edward takes the
position of Counseller-of-State whenever Elizabeth is out of the country.
He received this position the same
year that he was appointed to head the
United Grand Lodge of England, thus
publicly establishing the link between
Masonry and the royal family.
The United Grand Lodge of England, the “Mother Lodge”, established the Scottish and York rites of
Freemasonry, the former so named
after Robert Bruce, the son of a Venetian merchant banking family who
went to Scotland following a family
quarrel, and once established there,
usurped the throne. It is important to
note the connection between Venice,
the Scottish rite of Freemasonry and
Jerusalem, [H: If you

Scottish and York rites are
taken directly from theTemplars whose
leader, Guy de Molay, was executed
for his satanic beliefs and anti-christian heresies
which included
Rosicrucianism and Gnosticism. (Go
look it up! Throwing stones at these
historians won’t change anything--it
is YOUwhohavebeen “had”!) Queen
Elizabeth and the entire royal family
put Gnosticism far above Christianity. In fact even loosely related TRUE
CHRISTianity is in no wise respected
nor followed. The practice of that
which is called “Christianity” in
England is but a ritualistic charade of
Christ-teachings turned into acceptance of all the broken laws of God.
The United Grand Lodge played a
leading role in the “rediscovery” of
Solomon’s Temple. It is strongly
believed by intelligence circles that
the United Grand Lodge of England
was deeply implicated in the attempt
to assassinate Pope John Paul II. This
is absolutely true--but not for the
expected reasons for the Elite elements set him into power. However,
the world situation was getting out of
control as factions within the Elite
organizations were in serious conflict.
The Lodge was completely involved
in events that led up to the Temple

Mount massacre and the temporary
closing of the Al Aska Mosque by the
Israeli military on October 9, 1990.
It is a well established fact that
Edward the Duke of Kent had strong
links with the notorious Italian P-2
Lodge through its Grand master Lucci
Gelli. The Masonic-ritual hanging of
Roberto Calvi in London remains intentionally unsolved to this day, but
intelligence sources know the purpose
of Calvi’s flight to London was to
meet with Edward the Duke of Kent,
a meeting which was not allowed to
take place and instead, Calvi met with
death.
One of the most important assets
of the United Grand Lodge of England
was its British Arab Bureau which
played a key role in deceiving the
Arabs under the command of Colonel
T. E. Lawrence. Its most important
Arabists were St. John Philby, the
father of the notorious spy, Kim Philby;
Wilfred Blount, T. E. Lawrence and
John Baggot, ‘‘Glubb Pasha” . With
the exception of Lawrence, all were
wittingly involved in setting up a
Jewish homeland in Palestine. All
were Freemasons of the Scottish Rite.
The Temple Mount Conspiracy
had its origin in the United Grand
Lodge of England. Perhaps its most
important member was Sir Charles
Warren, holder of the Grand Cross of
St. Michael and St. George, Knight of
Justice of the Order of St. John of
Jerusalem, founderof theGrand Lodge
of Israel, and a founder member of
Quator Coronati Lodge Number 2076,
which lodge has always played a leading role in fomenting the Temple of
Solomon plot.
Warren was a member of the Palestine Exploration Fund established
by Edward, Prince of Wales (a Freemason). In 1862 Edward led a British
delegation on a tour of the Holy Land,
ostensibly to establish links between
Solomon’s Temple and the Bible, but
in reality to start the project of rebuilding the Third Temple of Solomon.
One of the most prominent members of the Palestine Exploration Fund
was Sir Moses Montifiore from the
ancient family of court Jews of the
same name. The Montifiore dynasty
is old Venetian Black Nobility.
Montifiore was the instrument used to
get a toehold for Jews on Haram-a’ .
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Update on the Greens in Canada
I/26/92 #l

HATON

I am Hatonn, in Light and in
service. If you will allow me--also
your shield against those who would
deprive you of your freedom and
lives. For this reason am I sent and for
this reason do I come.
UPDATE ON THE GREENS IN
CANADA
The Greens are safe and glad to be
leaving Canada. It was a nightmare
experience but MANY Canadians are
on their way to Seattle, (U.S.A.)
where there will be given another
seminar in which explanation CAN
BE GIVEN regarding the restrictions
in Canada.
The recognition that
Canada had literally made laws re-

stricting speech and subjects was mindblowing to the people. The Zionists
may well have overplayed their hand
this time. Greens were bound by
agreements
with
hotels
(Managers)(who literally shookin terror and tried to cancel) that there
would be allowed no discussion on
“Jews”, “Zionists”, “Khazars” (and
you thought the Jews didn’t know),
Israel and/or any “Holocaust” (specifically the one lied about in Germany and the one perpetrated against
the Palestinians and ones in the Gaza
Strip--and, ofcourse, Lebanon. Holocaust, the word, means “ . . .
suming of...”
“usually by fire”.
How came the Jews to have a comer
on the religion which could control all
other speakings in the world? I per-

‘‘chosen of God’ ’ and being a Semite
and even once from the lands called
b6Holy” (Judea) I demand my rights
as a free citizen of this Galaxy. YE
SHALLNOTBEINTHETELLING
ME WI-IO WILL SIT ATOP My
CLOUD! I, further, believe that you
should insist on an outlay of information--you there in Canada--of things
happening in and after the great war of
World War II. Try the time around
1945. I have this information given to
me and who am I to quarrel with your
resources: “. . . fie eight mile long
train that went Out OfAwtea in 1945

ships, eventually ending up un&-ground in So&westem Cad.
At the same time over Im prefab
”

Qharif. Queen Elizabeth II is the
present head of the fund.
It was Warren who wrote R&ZOVERY OF JERUSALEM based
m the Knights Templar essays, UNDERGROUND JERUSALEM and
THE TEMPLE AND THE TOMB,
which contains a lot of spurious “data”
about the location and purpose of the
Temple of Solomon. From this point
on the Freemason “bible” contained
20 or more pictures of Solomon’s
Temple.
The most powerful families of the
Venetian Black Nobility joined in the
plot to rebuild Solomon’s temple.
Among these were the Luzzattos,
Byzantine Jews, headed by Moses
Haim Luzzatto, who moved the family from Venice to Safad in Palestine
in the 18th century.
In the 19th century, part of the
Luzzatto family moved back to Padua
in Italy, where they established the
first of many rabbinical academies
teaching ludaism. One of its teachems
was Rahhi Samuel David Luzzatto.
The ‘,‘c;ipi di %usurati family are
ancient Black Nobility from Sicily
:o serrkd Vcmce, and they also
-ined t’r,eplot to rebuild Solomon’s
t?3ple. The Luzzatto’s powerfully

supported Theodor Herzl , their choice
to head Zionism. Count Pier0 Foscari, head of yet another powerful
Black Nobility family of
Venice, got Very much involved in
Freemasonic
plans to rebuild
Solomon’s Temple. These families
were committed cabalists who embraced Freemasonry.
The Quator Coronati Lodge number 2076 is very important in that you
note the role played by this supersecret lodge in the Solomon’s temple
Plot which began with the Knights
Templar. Quator Coronati Lodge is
the home of the “Nine Men”, also
known as the ‘!The Nine Unknown
Men”, believed to be the originators
of the “cycles of disturbances” which
result in wars, plagues, famines,
weather disasters and so on. Does this
sound something like the Horsemen of
the Apocalypse? So be it.
Dharma, allow us to close this
portion as I need you to be elsewhere.
May the Light be given to penetrate
into the dark recesses that you of Light
may be given into seeing for your time
of renewal is so very short. In love and
care I move to stand-by for I am never
from ye ones.
Hatonn to clear the circuit, please.

Moreover, as we have outlaid for
you prior to this--There
a
elabomte testing facilities h B,.Rj&
Columbia (almost aB facilities unthat massive facility).

go
1947. mere

mere

a,.e PRESENTTHIS INFORMATION?
INDEED WE

to
were whole “squad-

border from the underground
irr B.C.

The DNA replication programs
have been a joint venture operation
and have been in active production of
duplicated entities since about 1947.
Moreover, physicians from the Nazi
and the Allies’ death camps were
simply transferred to these underground facilities and integrated within
the military cloning programs in the
U.S. AND Canada. These “doctors”
have continually been involved in
“mind control” and “designer drug”
production and acquisitions. They
have been the VERY ones who have
developed the major microdot control
programs through military introduction
and immunization method of introduction into children. They are the
ones who work in concomitant programming methods through the controlled media for mind control and
destruction of the education system.
These scientists come directly from
the Nazi and AshkeNAZI factions of
the Zionist Khazars and “Communist”/Bolshevik/British
Intelligence
services in service to the Satanic Committee of 300.

base

The base itself became decommissioned in the early ‘50’s when the
focus changed to H-bomb technology
and the facility basically was taken for
enhanced and ‘‘priority” research and
development. The work on craft did
not stop but was redirected. Basically,
the Americans traded the H-bomb
technology for the improved German
hard ware, and the scientists and technicians to go with the program
There are several “saucer crash
sites” in Canada as well as within the
U.S. The flight technology centers
simply moved within the Western
United States but links were continued
with the Canadian facilities as well.

HOWEVER,
OUR SPEAKERS
AND WRITERS--AS PERHAPS

THE DARK CHARADE
By Hatonn...$lO.OO

February 4,1992
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Court Approves Suit in Holocaust Issue
brought passionate dissents from four
of its 28 iudges--reaffm
a
a
Dharma, allow us to interrupt
herein and print the article from
yesterday’s Los
which
was just presented to you. It is appropriate that you share this material for it?]
In doing so, the full
said
it is exactly that of which we were
speaking above. The right of free alleged threats by two Jewish organispeech. The case in point has been zations to disrupt the 1984 California
Anongoing for so long that it is all but Library Assn. conference in
eles
was
not
necessarily
protected
by
forgotten but it is most important. The g
point is always to run the yictim out of thefreespeechright.softhelStAmend#2

funds for court battles and thereby win
by default. You ones MUST SHARE
THESE EXPENSE BURDENS SO
THAT YOU ARE NOT LOST TO
FREEDOM BY DEFAULT. Oberli,
make sure this information v--gets to
-Dixon and Tips
QUOTE: Los
Sat.
Jan.
Man who claimed the genocide never
happened contends that Jewish
organizations and Los Angeles denied
him his right to speak at a library
convention.
By Henry Weinstein,
7he.s staff writer.
A federal appeals court Friday
ruled a man who charged that the
Holocaust never

ment-

Judge William Norris, writing ING
for the majority, said that although
some of the defendants’ protests were
constitutionally protected, they were
not immune from liability for the
alleged threats.

“I had thought it inconceivTHINK!
able that one could be held liable for
IFTRUTH IS planning and organizing a political
demonstration,” wrote Judge Alex
TRUTH COME Kozinski. He wrote for himself and

FIRST AMENDMENT DISTORTION ATTEMPTED
McCalden-asserted in his 1986
suit that the American Jewish Cornmittee had contacted representatives
of the library association and told
them that if they did not cancel
McCalden’s contracts
and
mount an exhibit “the conference
would be disrupted, and the CLA

He also alleged that the Simon
Wiesenthal
Center for Holocaust Studa
ies, headed by Rabbi Marvin Hier,
The decision of the U.S. 9th approved Of the *reats.
Both groups denied making
Circuit Court of Appeals--which
such threats.

CHRIST-GODIANS-YoU!l-ITIS

?

1SAua]--during
6

which Nazis

6
Thedissenters
also charged that the court majority
was stifling the Holocaust survivors’
free speech and that, by allowing the
suit to go forward, the majority was
threatening the 1st Amendment rights
of an array of individuals and groups,
particularly the news media. m:

McCalden, the self-described
Holocaust revisionist, charged that as
a result of pressure and threats from
the Jewish groups, the library association canceled his exhibit at the
Bonaventure Hotel. McCalden died
of AIDS last year and his widow
Viviana, is continuing to press
suit.

Four of the court’s ;8 members
issued a blistering dissent that evoked speaks
the horrors of World War II’s Holocaust--m:

a

By
Details are given regarding the
facts of the Holocaust; the history
and background of the “Jews”;
why Israel receives reparations
paid to her due to the “Holocaust”;
why millions of “Jews” receive
5,000 German marks annually for
“damages”. Plus current events
about our economy, the AntiDefamation League, the Torah,
and the Talmud.

[n this journal we are given additional important information about
how and why the Holocaust is a
massive deception against all humans on planet earth, either directly or indirectly. Details about
phoney pictures, phoney numbers,
phoney gas chambers, etc., are included.
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three colleagues who contended that
the case should be reviewed by an 1lmember panel of the appeals court.
Kozinski said threats to hold a
political demonstration are clearly
constitutionally protected. He said no
one should be surprised that people
would mount a militant, perhaps disruptive protest, in response to
McCalden’s claims. m:

‘‘Those who carry the mark of
Auschwitz tattooed on their forearms,
or who survived Treblinka, Dachau or
Buchenwald; who were hunted down
like animals in the streets of Warsaw;
who saw loved ones perish during
or in frozen boxcars on
their way to the death camps that are
the shame and horror of modem times-they cannot beexpected to react calmly,
with deliberation, with gentility to one
who would tarnish the memory of
those butchered in the Holocaust by
pretending the whole thing didn’t happen, ” wrote Kozinski, who is Jewish
and came to this country from Romania when he was 12. m: If

DISSENTERS’ SKEWED APPROACH
The dissenters approached the
case in a sharply different fashion
from the majority. Norris’ majority
opinion described the issue facing the
appeals court as a technical legal question of whether McCalden had made
allegations sufficient to move his case
beyond the first hurdle--a motion for
dismissal filed by the defendants.
He wrote that federal pleading
rules are quite liberal and a motion to
dismiss the case has to be evaluated in
the light most favorable to the plaintiff. Norris’ opinion, joined by Judge
Dorothy Nelson, said McCalden’s
claims merit&l hearings on his charges
of interference with his contract and
civil rights violations.
But Reinhardt said that in cases
where free speech rights are threatened, the plaintiff’s pleadings must be
subjected to greater scrutiny than in an
ordinary civil case. [H:
a

“The majority’s routine treatment of the plaintiffs complaint--as if
the action involving nothing more
than a dispute over a bill of lading--is
at odds with the last 30 years of 1st
Amendment
jurisprudence,”
Reinhardt wrote.
The Jewish organizations had
been involved in a long-running poKozinski also said it was lu- litical battle with McCalden by the
dicrous to ‘characterize the center’s time the library association controthreats to hold a disruptive demon- versy arose.
stration as extortion. The center’s
statements, Kozinski said, ‘ ‘were CITY COUNCIL INFLUENCED
aimed at achieving a political objective, not exacting protection payDuring the course of the disments.”
pute in 1984, they convinced the Los
Appeals Court Judge Stephen Angeles City Council to unanimously
Reinhardt wrote that demonstrations pass a resolution urging the library
from the Boston Tea Party to the association to remove McCalden from
Vietnam War protests were often dis- the conference and to end the city’s
ruptive but served the important pur- participation in the conference.
pose of bringing important issues into
the public spotlight.

Quator Coronati Lodge and
the Temple Mount
1126192 #2

*

Thelodge, Quato~Coronati Lodge,
was founded by nine Masonic brethren in 1884. The direct connection
with Masonry and the Temple of
Solomon is found in the number nine.
The Templars or Poor Knights of the
Temple of Solomon was founded by
nine men, all of whom practiced an
early form of Egyptian Riteof M&aim.
The Ord& of the Knights Templar
was a decadent organization which
became sated with plunder from the
Crusades. Their money power made
them a state within a state (what else
is Freemasonry?) and threatened
Phillip the Fair, King of France. An
inquisition was used against them.
Those who escaped fled to Scotland and joined Robert Bruce--the
beginning of the Scottish Rite of Freemasonry. The Order of the Templars
was abolished by the Synod of Vienne
in 1312 and its property scattered.
Pope Clement V was never forgiven
by the Templars for his support of the
Synod of Vienne, said to be the basis
of the well-established hatred of Christianity by the hierarchy of Freemasonry.
Besides its secret work, QLtor
Coronati is the top research m of the
United Grand Lodge of England, as
well as its intelligence arm. The
power of British intelligence is believed to come from this lodge. Its
intelligence agents are said to have
penetrated every intelligence service
in the world, including the KGB and
the Vatican security, in itself a remarkable feat.
The Jerusalem-based office of
Quator Coronati deploys religious fanatics and political agents of influence
among Jews and Arabs. It is the
principal backer of the move to make
Ariel Sharon “King of Israel”. Sharon is in control of the settlers project
responsible for bringing Russian Jews
to Palestine which began with Lord
Balfour in 19 15 and culminated in the
Limmasol, Cyprus agreement between
top-ranking KGB officials and Ariel
Sharon.
Quator Coronati was responsible

for “finding and grooming” Theodor
Herzl, the “father of Zionism” for his
role as the leader of world Zionism
whose main task it was to give Jews an
identity with Palestine. Many Jews do
not like what is happening in Israel and
disapprove of what the Zionists have
done. We should at all times take note
of this. Not all “Jews” are Zionists.
The Quator Coronati’s Washington
office deploys agents of political influence. President Bush, a member of
the secret Masonic Order of Skull and
Bon. 3, Secretary of State James Baker
III, Kissinger, Cheney, and puppets
of a lower order such as General
Alexander ‘‘I’m in charge, ’’ Haig are
frequently used by Zionist propagandist
King
to give a totally unbalanced, lying and
distorted view of the reasons why the
U.S. militaryisinSaudiArabia.
Quator Coronati Lodge has a whole slew
of agents of influence in theHou& and
Senate, not the least of whom are
Dole, Lugar, Lantos and Solarz. All
the above are referred to as ‘‘Circle of
Correspondents”
(of Quator
Coronati). [H:
Quator Coronati is behind the agitation to build the Third Temple of
Solomon on a bogus site of the old
temple near the Dome of the Rock
Mosque in Jerusalem. This is actually
the spot where the Knights Templar
stabled their horses during the Crusades. This dirty trick started 100
years ago, and it is one of the reasons
(there are many others) why President
Bush and his satraps refuse to link the
return of Israeli-occupied land to the
PalestinianswithIraqiwithdrawalfrom
Kuwait.
A Scottish-born Jew, Asher
Kaufman, is a tool of Quator Coronati’s Temple of Solomon hoax. He
was deployed to East Jerusalem in
1967 hot on the heels of the Israeli
occupation to ‘‘find’ ’ archaeological
proofs and support for the Third Temple
of Solomon project. Kaufman’s cover
was a teaching post at the University
of Jerusalem.
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The “evidence” Kaufman allegedly uncovered subsequently proved
to be an elaborate hoax. Kaufman
wrote a number of articles about the
Third Temple of Solomon project in
‘ ‘Ars Quator Coronati’ ’, the lodge
journal.
The most compelling of Kaufman’s articles was the one published
in 1963 in the
entitled
“Where
was
Solomon’s Temple?” It was not by
accident that Kaufman chose a Christian forum to spread his lies, which
explains why hedidn’t publish it in the
usual way, i.e., in
.

Claiming that he had new evidence to support the claim that
Solomon’s Temple once stood on the
site now occupied by the Dome of the
Rock Mosque al-Aksa, Kaufman’s
“proofs” were discredited by officials in the CairoMuseum--but it was
enough to completely fool Christian
fundamentalists in America, who
flocked to support this fraud. Kaufman
is a physicist who is not trained in
archaeology.
Kaufman’s unsupported claims
were backed by Barbara Ledeen, wife
of Michael Ledeen, a one-time consultant employed by the National Security Agency.
Christian fundamentalist leaders still support this aberration, the ultimate goal of which is
to drive both Muslims and Christians
out of Jerusalem and out of the holy
land altogether. Kaufman has turned
out to be one of the most important
“Circleof Correspondents” for Quator
Coronati.
Kaufman’s controller was Professor T. E. Allibone, the well-known

Soon after, the association canceled McCalden’s contracts to rent
exhibit space and to present a program
entitled “Free Speech and the Holocaust’ ’. McCalden had frequently
charged that Jewish groups had suppressed discussion of the Holocaust.
In 1986, McCalden sued the
Jewish organizations, the library association, the city and the Bonaventure
Hotel, where the convention was held.
WAKE UP, WORLD!
END OF QUOTING.
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atom bomb scientist and member of
theGrand Mother Lodgeof England,
a leading member of the ultra-secret
Quator Coronati Lodge and an expert
on British royalty.
Allibone and
Kaufman were the direct contact points
of entry by Quator Coronati into the
Temple Mount project.
Another Quator Coronati operative was the late Alex Horn, a 33rd
degree member of the Ancient and
Accepted Scottish Rite of Freemasonry and head of the Northern Califomia Research Lodge (Grand Masonic Lodge). Horn wrote a book,
assisted by Harry Cat-r, a former secretary of Quator Coronati in Washington D.C. The Supreme Council of the
ScottishRitein Washingt0nD.C. promoted the book, which it considered a
very important work.
While the book contains many
elaborate hoaxes, it is clear that building the Third Temple of Solomon has
NOTHING to do with Christianity, a
fact which Pat Robertson and his fellow Christian fundamentalist leaders
-ought to explain to their followers. If
ever it was made clear that Freemasonry (in which Solomon’s Temple
features so prominently) is a NONCHRISTIANenterprise, Hom’sbook
KING SOLOMON’S TEMPLE IN
THEMASONIC TRADITION, leaves
readers in no doubt of its purpose.
In an indirect, but no less important a manner was Avigdor E&in,
the son of a GRU (Soviet Military
Intelligence) colonel. Eskin is presently living in the West Bank settlement of Kiryat Arba and sometimes
does special speaking tours in the U. S.
on behalf of the Temple Mount plotters, speaking tours which are aimed
at Christian fundamentalist leaders
and members of the U.S. Senate.
Eskin is credited with turning Senator
Helms around, which led to a meeting
between Senator Helms and Ariel
Sharon.
E&in is a polished speaker as he
demonstrated in an “Americans For
A Safe Israel” meeting in April of
1984. The thrust of E&in’s message
was that Israel must support the New
Right in the U . S . , including prayers in
school, oppose abortion and homosexuality, and above all, be “Biblical
Israel”. It is easy to see how the
Christian fundamentalists were taken
in by this sophistry. Jesse Helms was

very impressed by the seeming sincerity of E&in. Apart from Helms,
E&in was a big hit with the Heritage
Foundation, Paul Weyrich, Jerry
Falwell, Pat Robertson and Richard
Vigurie. To them he stressed that
Jewish immigration to Palestine was
an absolutely vital component to bring
Israel “back to Biblical glory”.
What E&in didn’t say was that the
“Biblical Israel” he meant was the
Temple Mount project to build the
Third Temple of Solomon on the site
occupied by the Dome of the Rock alAksa Mosque and thereby light the
fuse for a “holy war” to erupt. On a
visit to Washington, Eskin told a group
of fundamentalists that it was necessat-y to blow up the Mosque and that
erecting theThird Temple of Solomon
on the site was a religious and political
necessity.
E&in, it must be noted, was not
speaking for Jews but rather,
a
influence in
Israel. I, Hatonn, wonder if ones
such as Falwell and Robertson would
be as willing to demolish the U.S.
Capital, White House, Washington
Monument andLincolnMemorialand
simply -place the new Solomon’s
Temple in its rightful placement-right there! I further wonder if they
will be happy to simply have their
belongings tossed out into the rain and
onto the streetsand have the priests of
that Temple simply take possession of
theirdw&ngs? WhyisTempleMount
so valuable? It is not where the other
temple was placed!! The Zionists of
Israel and the Britsh Orders already
have possession of your governments,
your media, your press and all major
industries and operations--why not
just put the Temple in downtown
Washington and end the war in Palestine? Let the Israelis simply have and
annex all of America and Canada-they don’t want Mexico because it is
too poor. Already ones tell George
Green: “When we fmally get control--we’ll show you who is who! ”
This, by the way was a “partner in
business” who objects to George presenting anything about the Khazars
and/or Holocaust. America is already
referred to in the European Community as “Little Israel” so why do you
not make it easy on the Palestinians
and simply rename your own country
NOW,insteadofwaitingfortheUnited

Nations under orders of the One World
Government to do it for you? All you
are doing is offering the RoyaI Crown
of Britain a hoarding place for weaponsandarmsin the Middle East. You
have and always will, fight the battles
FOR Israel AND THE QUEEN OF
ENGLAND (BRITAIN).
One of E&in’s colleagues who
works with him in the U.S. is Robert
Jacobs whose self-appointed task is to
build a strong bridge between the
Temple Mount project and the New
Right-Christian fundamentalists in the
U.S. The New-Right Christian fundamentalists must share the blame for
the attack on Arabs and Palestinians
on the grounds of the al-Aksa Mosque
on October 8, 1990.
INTENT: “GET RID OF ALL
CHRISTIANS”
The Biblical language used by
proponents of rebuilding the Temple
of Solomon had a powerful effect on
Christian fundamentalists. Here are
someextracts: “Themainpillarof our
revivalism is based on a deep-seated
hope of old to see once more the
Priests and the Levites performing
their rites will certainly be fulfilled
very shortly.” Rites? You mean
those “blood sacrifices and burnt offerings”? Those are the rites which
are from the temples. What do you
animal and human rights promoters
and protesters think about that? I
guess it is alright to slaughter or bum
alive, chickens, doves and lambs--if it
be in the name of the God of the Jews?
The Jews certainly don’t say: God of
theChristians--THEY SAY: GOD OF
THE JEWS! SO HOW IN THE

A best seller in Canada
An Investigation into the Mass
Deaths of German Prisoners at the
Hands of the French and AmericansunderdirectordersfromPresident Eisenhower during World
war II.
$22.95..Hard Back
...James Bacque:. .’
Plus shipping
To order: Contact America
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DEUCE DID YOU GET INTO THE
ACT ANYWAY? OH I SEE, YOU
PAID FOR THE RIGHT BY SUPF~RTING ISRAEL AND BELEAGUERING PALESTINE! !! THE
FULL,
AND
PROJECTED
OPENLY, INTENT OF THE JEWS
IS TO
That
means, dear Judeo-Christian so-called
“Christians” either are NOT CHRISTIANS IN THE NAME OF CHRIST
JESUS OR ANY OTHER--BUT ARE
IN FACT ZIONIST IN THE WORSHIP OF BURNT OFFERINGS AND
SACRIFICIAL BLOODLETTING.
AS ALWAYS--THEY MAKE THE
RITUALS AND SOMETHING ELSE
DOES THE SACRIFICING-SOUNDS A LOT LIKE GOVERNMENT TO ME!
This bunch of ignorant so-called
Christian fundamentalists know nothing about the wheeling and dealing
carried out between the KGB and
Ariel Sharon which took place in
L~massol, Cyprus which culminated
inthe“retumtothelandofIsrael”of
400,000 Russian Jews, nor about the
Sharon-Drobles plan to populate the
West Bank with 1.5 million Russian
Jews by 2010 or sooner (preferably in
total by year 2000 to coincide with the
Plan 2000 completion), It is most
doubtful whether God approved of
these plans which include driving the
Palestinians out of their homeland in
complete abrogation of the Balfour
Declaration which was, in itself, as
blatantly heinous as anything you have
had presented to the new world order
citizens. I petition people in my
Command of Hosts traveling with
your Christ-and I find no condonement
of such behavior--so WHOSE GOD
MIGHT BE SERVED HEREIN???
Her ’Majesty’s government, far
from doing anything to preserve the
rights of the Palestinians as guaranteed by that Balfour Declaration, is
actively engaged through the United
GrandLodgeofEnglandandtheQuator
Coronati Lodge in assisting Sharon
and his backers to the detriment of the
Palestinians and will do nothing to
prevent mass deportation of this hapless nation which will come in the near
Future.
Just as Captain George Hill, a top

British Secret Intelligence Service
agent was appointed to oversee Bolshevik plans for the revolution in
Russia, so will British agents oversee
plans to erect the Third Temple of
Solomon.
Hill was deployed to
Salon&a where he worked for 10
years to assist the Bolshevik high
command. It is interesting to note that
Hill’s father had been a high-ranking
Freemason in Russia. For those who
may want to learn more about how
Hill operated, Dr. Coleman recommends Hill’s book, GO SPY THE
LAND. I am not familiar with the
document but accept the evaluation as
being worthy.
As for the Christian fundamentalists, they will most probably regard
the mass deportation of Palestinians
from Israel as yet another fulfillment
of Bible prophecy. Which is why
Christian fundamentalist leaders like
Pat Robertson and New Right spokesman William Buckley are so essential
to Sharon and his backers. Using then
special assistant to the President
Morton Blackwell to make contact
with Buckley in 1981, the Temple
Mount Foundation people have received a lot of support from both men
since then.
Pat Robertson, a member of a
wealthy old Virginia family and a
Yale Divinity graduate has been a
boon to the Temple Mount planners.
Robertson apparently be&eves in the
restoration of Solomon’s Temple even
though, as we have pointed out, the
original Solomon’s Temple conformed
in every detail to Canaanite temples.
Perhaps Pat Robertson is unaware of
this fact? Or, is he anti-Christian?
You cannot have it both ways, friends!
Robertson’s belief in the restoration of
the Temple on the site of the Dome of
theRockMosqueiscarriedbyapproximately 1500 radio and 100 television
stations.

To be continued in
the next

986
93581

Journey Through the Veil
Is Not Complete
I/31/92 #l HATONN
FRIDAY
In the beauty of the morning comes
the illusion of proper sequence and
seasons and I am in such longing to
simply speak of wonders and wondrous things which can be yours for
the accepting. However, our journey
through the veil is not yet complete.
Even Dharma petitions
me to
‘‘. . .please, not more, oh God, please,
no more. Can I not be allowed to
dream of sugar-plums and fairy-godmothers and a world in order (as they
tell us it will be? Can’t we rest a bit
for the mind is in overload and the
sadness great. ’’ I watch and my own
longing for your peace and contentment
overwhelms my own senses for I feel
your anger, resentment, frustrations
and hopelessness. But I come to wipe
away the hopelessness for in Truth and
understanding there is naught save
HOPE. No, I cannot allow even one
day of malingering for what if this be
the day of your transition? What if any
one of you makes transition this day
from this physical plane? Your work,
if not finished, goes unfinished into
the space of infinity.
Sandy asks as she reads early writings of this week and is stunned by the
useof “hateanddespise” and “I shall
strike them with an iron rod and
shatter them as potter’s pots...” and
she cries out: “Does God of Total
Love have such feelings?” Indeed!
Perhaps the terms be ill-advised for
your balanced understanding of intent
but the blind assumption that God is
only a positive, passionless and passive entity of some sort is to only blind
selves further. You have no language
terms to describe the perception and/
or Love of God. Let us, however
speak in parable:
If you have a child of God, say
Dharma, and she has followed faithfully and trustingly within our circle
of care and she serves to the best of her
ability--along with being one to bring
forth the WORD as given and she is
stricken by the evil brought against
her--what think ye?
Let us further note that the evil
ones have come and lied as to the
intent of God and in her innocence she
believes them and the lies presented.

Say, she has pain and stiffness in her
joints to the extent of being unable to
write, which is coming to be in fact.
Now, ones come whom she trusts and
says to her: “God told me that if you
allow us to have a scorpion sting you,
the venom will act as a antidote and
you will be healed”--and she accepts
that. Now, the liars bring forth a
thousand scorpions and set them upon
her--WHAT THINK YE GOD OF
LIGHT WOULD DO? Let me tell
you--he would hate and despise the
actions and callous emotions which
precipitate those actions and he would
strike them as a crystal goblet ‘neath
the hammer. When God has taken
leave of a being and they serve only
evil--they will be left to the fate of the
evil planners and they will be stricken
as surely as night follows day in your
perception. Evil is the total opposite
of Love and if you are unwilling to
stand. against evil actions and loathe
and despise (yea, even hate them) then
you are not in total service unto God.
lTISTHATWHICHYOUDOWITH
THOSEEMOTIONSWH.ICHISTHE
TEST OF A BEING
AND
STRENGTH OF A MAN. You ones
perceive only one avenue of action in
the “sense” of, say, hate: REVENGE.
God allows; revenge is not present.
Further, He respects His own enemy
and KNOWS HIS ENEMY--but nonetheless--the enemy is real in opposition to the Godliness which must be
attained in order to turn about the
steady march to doom of a planet and
civilization.
What you ones desire is the father
who allows you to GET AWAY WITH
ANYTHING AND EVERYTHING
YOU DO--EVEN IF IN DIRECT
OPPOSITION TO THE LAWS OF
GOD. NO-YE ACT, WHICH IS
“CAUSE” AND THE EFFECT OF
THAT ACTION WILL COME
AGAIN UNTO YOU AS SURELY
AS YOU EXPERIENCE
THE
THOUGHT OF EXISTENCE--IN
KIND. Remember, chelas, as the
sequence comes to pass and the migrations am complete--God shall move
on with His people in check and security and the place of experience shall
be left to those choosing of the evil
ways to live out their experience. You
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Urgent Matters: The Bush Speech
information to his own groups.
He referred to his “program”
I cannot wait for you to simply already being accepted and approved
stumble into important points of his by “30 states”.
He also simultanesubtle two-sided speech in point on ously referred to “Constitution”, etc.
Tuesday last. I wanted you to ponder
the total seriousness and finality of his

TI/E “NEW STATES”

lambs to slaughter. You further forMore important--you who receive
get--thevery adversary is God’s rod of such calls and interrogations will be
iron! YOU
DON’T YET REC- silent lest you be considered among
OGNIZE THE INFINITE GOD!!
the enemy.
There is so much clandestine acMESSAGES
tivity in the Area of Tehachapi, Edwards, Northrup and such places that
I need to ask you ones who wrote there will be recurrences of actual
to us almost a year ago and have had military soirees against our people just
no response as to subject nor inquir- as there were
Dharma Friday
ies--you mUSt know that mail from last. 1 Speak nOW Of deliberate milifarther back than a year past has been m attack by laser weaponry.
held by the Post Office. There is, for
Linda, who asks about sounds from
example, urgent information regard- the “bowels of the earth” in your
hg he Ekkerproperty a,
etc., and location.--You are near natural caves
Tom Valentine of Radio Free America and will note more and more closure
in the pile of unreceived letters. I of public access to the public area in
mention this because the dear ones point. What you are h&ng are the
who sent information that Valentine tunneling machines making open travel
was looking for these people feel that grid connections. If the park service
their efforts are unappreciated. No-- takes your living facilities--you will
our people were not in the receiving of not be able to stop them, chelas-don’t
the correspondence. We retrieved a be foolish for town meetings will not
large packet of such material only stop it, in this instance for very long
yes~rdw
Both the dr=sponden=
and it becomes very dangerous for you
and the circumstances will be turned ones
there.
over to the Constitutional Law CenHear me, Chelas: IT IS OVER!
ter. A most valuable document was you
MUST NOW COME Up
the cause of the holding but I am not THROUGH THAT WHICH ALfree to speak of it openly.
READY HAS BEEN EFFECTED
FORYOUWILLFINDTHEPOWER
COLEMAN
ALREADY IN THE HANDS OF
YOUR DEADLY ENEMIES-We are plied with inquiries re- RIGHT IN YOUR OWN NATION.
garding John Coleman and his circum- YOU MUST REALIZE THAT By
stance. As the word has spread forth M~T)~JJNG~OU~IS
ORTHAT
of his death ones seem to feel it OF THE ENEMY’S 46SECmTS”
appropriate to inquire of America WILL DO .NOTHING EXCEPT
West. Well, if you use your thought- MAKE YOU DISCOUNTED! you
ful reasoning--you will not do that, are simply experiencing personal and

ders. Now, how do you know this?:

#1

AND THE

five involved actually.
Now note further what Yeltsin
talks about, along with new agreements, etc., missilesand nuclear weap
ons. The intent is to form a coalition
through the UN to:

(Go read RAPE. RAVAGE, PILLAGE AND PLUNDER
fRRPP1.j
The
proThat, dear
ones,
is
the
system
just
hooked
up and
jetted to the “inside Elite” that things
would be according to his planning-now totally operational with U.S.
have been given the lies to keep you entails that little time is actually spent soon. He further told you bluntly and headquarters right at awards
Air
imprisoned by those projections of on your dimensional plane of experi- succinctly that he was in control and Force Base and areas attached. These
“MAN” which confuse, confound ence.
You will come to know as that you will do whatever you are alien “listening stations” are nothing
and mislead to keep you helpless as the much.
ordered to do through Executive or- but total monitoring stations to moni-

please. 1 haveasked

them to ceaseand

specific assault and the overall sue-

desist speaking of his situation. He nario must be considered and not just
was brought into protection in order to your local and isolated circumstance.
Write information

for you-the-people

and beyond that--YOU WILL NOT
BETOLD MORE. It mattersnot if he
writes from your placement or MINE.
He will be presented where it is appropriate. The security of a person often

Use this for yOUr confirmation

ad

you gain strength for when you ones
t&e back your GOD POWER, you
can prevail but you have reached the
time of 4‘either”-“or”.

tor every last one of you constantly.
The guillotine has fallen. Fall on your

knees and thank your God, chelas-that Yeltsin is a nothing and the higher
TODAY IS THE OFFICIAL POWER is above that grid shield and
BIRTHDAY OF GLOBAL NEW not in his control--YET!
WORLD ORDER BY FORCE AND
TRANSWORLD AIRLINES 4
COALITION. TODAY BASICALLY
BECOMES THE DAY THAT YOUR
Another airlines bites the dust?
CONSTITUTIONAL
GOVERNMENT HAS FALLEN AND THE TWA goesunder? NO--total control
NEW HAS TAKEN OPEN AND of the airlanes is underway. Planes
THINGS from these defunct airlines are stockPUBLIC CONTROL.
WILL NOW GO TICK, TICK, TICK piled right at places such as Mojave
ACCORDING
TO THE NEW airport--where they are totally conWORLD ELITE. Today in America trolled and orderly in arrangement by
at the UN is the first official meeting the Elite One Government. This is a
of the NEW GLOBAL GOVERN- remarkable method--already successMENT. You will notice, also, that the ful--for monitoring and curtailing citipresiding personage is Majors, OF zen travel. There will soon come the
BRITAIN! You will also note that time when you will not be able to
there are 15 nations attending but only
NEW WORLD GOVERNMENT

By Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn

$lO.OO...(plus shipping)
Find out how you have been lied to
about the cause and reasons for
most wars and the real goals of the
which is to
rule the world with
Find out bow you
are being kept track of by computers in every detail of your lives.
Read the story of how the mancreated or man-enhanced diseases
(AIDS, Flu, etc.), man created disasters of droughts, wars, floods,
earthquakes, volcanos, will continue to kill off the unwanted.
To Order Contact: America West
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The Transformation: The Hold Up Of A Nation
One of the letters received from
the P.O. contains a copy of an advertisement from the New
of
April 22, 199 1. (One of the reasons
the mail was NOT DELIVERED!). It

We Jews becamea nation on Mount
Sinai where G’d (written correctly)

travel across state lines, district lines
and/or national boundaries.
Your right of free speech is also
now on a time schedule of extinction-you heard it from the horse’s mouth:
Bush insists on a New World Order
being allowed! ” “ Crime will now be
brought under Control”--but what Of
his “war on drugs”? No mention?
How strange?!?
Major demoralization and depopulation are now under way as the
mandatory immunization pmgrams are
stepped up. New types of weapons
will be issued to the new police forces
of the UN whereby you will be brought
under control and weapons will be
retrieved without your even realizing
it. Soon there will be no effort to
conceal the defiance to Your Con~~~~On--fO~ YOUmw have a new
form of Government and it has NONE
of your old Constitutional RIGHTS.
T*Y is ffled with subt1e projections which might well bring chills
unto your very central beings if ye be
of God and for nation and freedom.
YOUat? seeing it being unfhkd in
Your very Presenm and still, You seem
to see it not. Peace through uniting,
the Puppet-Masters will shout to you
and raise their ghSSeS in celebration
over ‘‘peaceful” coexistence and
neighborly coalition.
please note, too, that ~ssi%er
has surfaE!d With his robo~c grunting
and gravel speech to tell you that
China will surely be brought into
compliance, he is quite sure. Of
course he is sure--but the entire group
undersells the Chinese. The puppet at
the meeting is only in exampling what
will happen to dissenters EVERYWHER%notjust in a square in China.
Your nations are set to go to war.

* Shedding blood. Their slogan
has been “only by blood will we
have the land.”
* Brainwashing, bribery, deception, pressure tactics, trickery,
threats, provocation.
* Assassination, notably the
murder 67 years ago of the dedicated Jewish statesman, Professor
Jacob DeHaan, the right-hand man
of Grand Rabbi Yosef Chaim
Sonnenfeld (Yiddish symbols have
had to be deleted due to inability
for printing), the greatest fighter
against Zionism in Palestine at
that time.

its believers constitute the Jewish nation. Only those who scrupulously
observe the Torah and serve as suiritual guides can qualify as leaders of
the
THE WORLD SHOULD KNOW
THAT THE ZIONISTS DO
Zionism,
abhorring
NOT
SPEAK IN THE NAME
and rejecting Judaism. wrote in his
OF
THE
JEWISH PEOPLE
Diaries that Erst he planned to convert
all the
WE CRY
OUT:
c hange the identity and belief of the
ewish people by inventing Zionism.
By creating a state the Jewish religion
would k dOwng&d

md nOn-Obser-

Vance of Jewish law would not only be
encouraged but even forced. Notable
is the abduction in the early fifties of
Moroccan, Yemenite and Teheran
ch’l,-J
1 ren and the brainwashing of these
and other observant Jews lured by the
Zionists.

Zionism denies that a Jew is a Jew
by virtue of the Torah and that G’d
gave us the Holy Land and sent us into
exile because of our sins. Zionism
says that Jews are a nation like any
other nation and the reason they were
exiled was because of a weak army.
Even if the Zionists advocated religious observance, it would still be an
ATHEIST state &au% our belief is
that only G’d alone without any human effort or intervention will redeem
us from exile. At that time there will
be universal peam. This will be after
the coming ofMoshiach and the prophet
Eliyu’. We have been foreswom by
G’d not to us human force to bring
about the &&lishment of a St&-, not
to rebel against the nations, not to
1cave exile ahead of time (Talmud
Tn&tte Ksubos III)

* Creating anti-Semitism as a
rallying point.

1030,
10009
The Book THE TRANSFORMATION IS AVAILABLE ($16.50)
END OF QUOTING
****************
George, it is time to contact these
brothers and see if there is workable
coalition possible. You will have to
go through the Box number “probably” for in the long run it will be
faster than tracking the location. You
who have felt the attacker’s knife in
your back can appreciate the plight of
your brothers who speak out in
Godness.
As our own new book is here and
available: DESTRUCTION OF A
PLANET--ZIONISM
too, come under heavier attack. I am
sorry, chelas--ye were never promised the bed of rose petals.

Chlorella
Algae
Update
by Rick Martin
As a follow-up to Hatonn’s
suggestion regarding the growing
of algae in fishtanks, I would like
to share some information which
may help you. The specific strain
of Chlorella that is appropriate is
called
This is available for purchase by
any *interested persons or groups
from a laboratory at the University
of Austin in Texas. The specific
address is: Culture Collection of
Algae, Department of Botany, The
University of Texas at Austin,
Austin, TX 78713-7640. (512)
471-4019. The cultures for academic institutions and nonprofit
organizations are $10 each postpaid. Individuals and commercial
organizations are charged $25 per
culture postpaid. Catalog numbers (of this strain) you might want
to try would be: #26, #25 1, #343,
#395. They are not aware of the
Phoenix Institute.
There has been additional input from Hatonn concerning the
growing in fishtanks. He has advised that we use distilled or purified water to start with. Begin with
very small containers and gradually increase the size of container
used until you reach fishtank size.
Put the distilled or purified water
in a blender along with vitamins/
minerals that you would normally
take and blend it. Then put this
nutrient rich water in a small container and begin your culture. If
you have read anything conceming the cell wall not being digestible, etc., basically forget it. God
has given us aperSectfood and that
includes a cell wall...just eat (or
drink) more of it. You may want
to consider just purchasing some
Chlorella at your local health food
store and start trying it.
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Russia Has Lots of Grain--Ask The Arrri.
Confirmation time, please. The
following is from a very recent
QUOTE:

“Boris, Give usBread!” reads
the headline of an article in the December issue of
Boris Yeltsin
assured Russians that they would not
starve this winter. The West has
chipped in with large-scale food aid,
both from government and private
charities.
But there is significant
evidence that the former Soviet Union
is flush with grain, if only Mr. Yeltsin
can get at it.
On Nov. 30, the daily newspaper
published a table listing
Western credits received over the previous 11 months for the purchase of
food. The U.S., the European Community and Germany, separately from
the EC, provided almost $8 billion;
six other countries gave $2 billion
more. Ivan Silayev, then chairman of
the Inter-Republic Economic Committee, announced that those funds
would buy some 50 million metric

tons of grain from the West as well as
much more. In addition, according to
the same source, the government purchased 42 to 43 million metric tons of
domestic grain during 1991, which
amounts to approximately eight or
nine million metric tons above annual
consumption by the population in all
15 republics of the former Soviet
Union.
There are even more compelling reasons to believe that Russia
may be overflowing with grain. The
“granaries of the motherland”--the
state storage facilities--may hold huge
quantities. According to some calculations,
240
1981,

290
a

362

.

Photographifig
‘ ‘Spirit’ ’
H

“You ones must be
repared
to
recognize
the names,
P:
tbels and places from, whence
3mes your so-called”health” care.
I refer to the practice of medicine
a!5 the
A
a
li
El:AL, HIGH PRIESTS AND
BABBIS IN THE TEMPLE beCiause that iswhat “health care” has
C(3me to represent. The hospital
(atnd research lab) is the “temple”,
thLepractitioners are the priests and
Ibbis. “Trust me with your life but
as;k me for no explanations,” is the
b:yline..“for I’am God of your bein1g”.

This is simply to acknowledge
receipt of the letter regarding the subject in point. I cannot take time to
respond and, further, I would not give
direct information regarding other
researchers without further input. I
only herein wish to acknowledge that
the letter has been received and was
among the documents held by your
Post Office. For your own confirmation, the inquiry came from Florida
and was written on May 8, 199 1.
I can tell you, however, that capability of developing images on the
new film is deliberately negated. The
company involved, of which you
speak, is totally in the control of the
adversary. There will be ways around
the problem but not with that available
film and I cannot speak of it herein.
Thank you.

Lyndon that I am stymied as to how to
answer you. Inquiry after inquiry
comes as to how much and “should I”
continue to support his campaign,
a
etc., etc. I can’t tell you what to do.
I only point out that he is in prison
Then there are special milibecause the big-boys want him there.
tary-related peacetime stocks. Mr.
Do you really think that they are going
Silayev revealed the existence of a
to allow him out--much less run for,
Centralized Food Fund. Last year it
added almost 14 million metric tons of
grain to a stockpile that is large enough
to feed the armed forces, Moscow and
the so-called closed cities--where
nuclear weapons and their components are manufactured--in case of
war. There are 87 such closed cities
in Russia alone, each guarded by a
regiment of Interior Ministry troops.
3124191
According to the most recent
$20.00...3
Soviet Military Encyclopedia, edited
I’heGreensdiscusstheir involvemen
by former Chief of Staff Marshal
with extraterrestrials and their corn,
Nikolai V. Ogarkov, state reserves
munication with Hatonn. This is a~
include--apart from food--fuel, mateintroductory lecture that covers al
riel, capital equipment, spare parts,
apects of Earth man’stransition.
and other supplies to fight and recover
from a war.
Vitaly V. Shlykov, deputy
7191
chairman of the Russian Defense Coun$20.00...3
cil, revealed on American television
George covers his background, am
last fall that the military-industrial
involvement with extraterrestrials. Hc
complex also stockpiles enough supgives facts on economiccollapse am
plies to last at least three months.
details on how you can protect your
These can be opened only on orders
self Desiree’ introduces some of the
from the highest authority.
Mr.
current Cosmic knowledge container
Shlykov was quoted by the Japanese
within the JOURNBLS,
newspaper
on Oct.
25 to the effect that, if all materiel
were transferred from such state reserves to defense plants, industrial
production would increase by 50%
This could mean that the stockpiles of
George gives information about hi:
materiel for the military-industrial base
involvement with Billy Meier. In,
total more than 200 million rubles, or
eludes photographs of craft taken b]
one-fourth of the current GNP.
Meier and portions of live footage o
As Commander in Chief,
xaft, plus more.
Mikhail Gorbachev, must have known
about these vast expenditures for
backup supplies, which had grown
from 4% of annual national income
after World War II to 5 % or even 6%
$22.00...1 112
today. Such huge reserves would
#2
have permitted the Red Army to fight
George discusses his history of E’l
90 days in Western Europe and 180
nvolvement and UP0 investigation,
days in China.
The Global economic/political con
/
. . . ..The existence of these
rpimcy. Desiree’ discusses The Law
stocks may well be the reason why
)f One, Creation and our personal
Mr. Yeltsin seems so certain that
*esponsibilityin our soul’s progres
Russians will not starve.....
STOP QUOTING.
LYNDON LA ROUCHE
.
We get so many inquiries about

,
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and possibly win, a Presidency? I
make no comment as to the man in
point--I DO suggest you think about
what YOUare doing and how apt it is to
be the best and most useful focus of
your support.
Would it not possibly be better to
give support to the Constitutional Law
Center and get him first, OUT? Then,
and only then can consideration be
given to his position if indeed there is
to be one. The push is misguided as it
is now directed and Only further divides and di1utes voters who might
otherwise contribute to unification of
voters.
I am amused and appalled at what
is happening with the Republican Party
and David Duke. It, again, has nothing to do with candidates--do you not
set?the total negation of Constitutional
Law? So why struggle against the
monster--go unify and all support a
central candidate (preferably one with
NOEXTENSIVEOREXTREMEPOSITIONS TO DISTRACT), go with
an Independent Party and get SOMEONE ON YOUR SIDE--ELECTED!
The only One strong enough to Pull it
off is Gritz, at this time.
This becomes obvious by that
which the adversary is doing. He is
being denied even “900 numbers”
and every effort is being thrust forth to
stop him even entering any state ballot. In other words-;if you ones can’t
find him to suPpO% You can’t do
anything. He is the only “unknown”
in the crowd and therefore becomes
the most dangerous to the Establishment for they can’t bury him in lies
and controversy. I believe America
West is working with James at a very
fundamental level so you who inquire
of me as to how to find ‘‘Bo” are
speaking to the wrong individual--I
am not the proper contact. However,

,
By Raquel Martin
$16.95...Trade Paper
This is the first comprehensive, referenced, easy-to-read book about
viewed from the
patient’s perspective. Over 55 million

Americans are receiving or seeking
chiropractic care. Ms. Martin has
successfUlly dispelled the myths which
have in the past prevented individual
from seeking chiropractic care as a
valid and successful preventative
health care and treatment alternative.

if you wish to participate--the Phoenix
Institute can accept and redirect your
participation correspondence.
I,
H atonn, will not give forth informationnor targeting. My people, will
however, forward anything
you send-to him.
TERRY
You wonderful friends who have
b un‘4 us in letters and appreciation to
T erry (Vietnam veteran). I have permission to give a P.O. box whereby
YOU CAN CONTACT HIM DIRECTLY. I am asking him to come
to visit with me at his earliest convenience so that we can identify possible
service. Terry’s father translated and
serves with me, at the time of our first
contact. Please be as gracious, readers, and send your letters to him
directly, for ‘tis so much mOre meaningful to realize your gift of simple
sharing--personally.
I think each
would be astounded at what gifts of
understanding are gleaned from the
simple act of sharing of self. It is a
time when your enemy has divided in
order to conquer--more of you have
identical and lonely feelings than you
can imagine. It is through this kind of
1ove by which this world
be turned
about--and it shall be far more easily
accomplished than you can imagine.
He can be reached by addressing to
T erry (I choose to not list his last
name--he may share as he chooses):
P.O. Box, Sun City, AZ 85372.
TO CUSS-HOPPER

C.E.0

Your letter and information have
been received. I honor your opinion
and you may do that which you wish;
however, pleasedo not consider me to
be one of your group in any manner
whatsoever. I realize that is not likely

since you feel my opinion and writings
regarding the Zionists and Israelis is
of “very little value”. Your accompanying literature and projections are
as nearly those which can be considered “hate mail” and “hatecrime” as
I have ever seen in one claiming to
enlighten freeMan. Thepoint, friend,
is to inform the people, not shout
insulting and horrendous distortions
upon a beloved people.
You suggest that your information
might “enlighten’ ’ me as to the insidious behavior of the Israel/Zionist conspiracy. So be it. I am already quite
informed and consider you to be a
most dangerous tool of the adversary
you claim to assault. You ask me to
join in your “CRUSADE”. I JOIN
IN m CRUSADE OF ANY KIND-THE VERY TERM INFERS ASSAULT AND WAR BASED ON
NOTHING SAVE “OPINION” AND
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